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INDICTMENTS OF STANNARD
OIL IN COLD FIGURES
$1,125,676,109,64 PROFITS ON AN
INVESTMENT OF $69,020,798.24
O 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 COST OF PLANTS AND CAP1T
O Actual value of Standard Oil properties
O Capitalized under its New Jersey charter
Excess of capital over investment (commonly
water)
EARNINGS SINCE zlias AND DI
Dividends paid from ilea to opod, inclusive .
Surplus acquired from ilia to zags, inclusive
Surplus (estimated at same rate) atm to date
ALIZATION.
 
$ 69.010.798•24
 
 
ito,coo,moco
called
ao,glinsoi.a6
VID ENDS.
$ 9$3i740.0$4.50
79436,025-14
63,7oo,000.00
Total net earnings Ma to date . . Siossontiociona
Enceos of net earnings over espial investment . . . 111•056.953-311-40
John D. Rockefeller's dans of net earnings (ao per
cant of total)   . • • •  $49%.190.443-$4
the president and h's cabinet.
We are the most accommodating ,
people hi the world: so we have oblig 
"The information available to the- I
:department tends to show that the va-
rious diem. If it sults the pecWiar 
p1 
corporations': the limited part-
ere of themselves and their client to nerships under their control, in the
have him brought here Underworm_ manner hereinafter stated, of thethen under r
may now produce him with Standard Oil company of New Jersey,
ov theyjproduce,  transport and sell about 90
mutual satisfaction." e per cent of the refined oil produced,
transported and sold in the United
States for domestic, and about the
STANDARD OIL IS same proportion of refined oil export-
"FROM MISSOURI" ed from United States; that this share
_To_ of the business has been procured by
• 
And Uncle Sam Must "Show" 'E a course of action which, beginning
Which He Can Do. in Oleo, has continued under the di-
rection of the same persons, in the
New York. Nov. O.—The Journal make down to the preeent time; that
of Commerce prints an interview to-. these persons, now surviving are John
day with a representative of the Stand D. Rockefeller, William Rockefeller,
ird Oil Company who, the paper says, Henry H. Rogers, Henry M. Maslen
spoke With authority. Tt concerns a John D. Archbold, Oliver H. Payne
report flint the company was pre- sa
d cheeks IL pow.
paring to voluntarily dissolve, and le "That the design throughout of the
as follows:
"Any reports that steps have been
O00 0000 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
setsem by a member of the jury that to dissolve are entirely without
• PSndlay. 0, Nov. 16—With dm as- taken by the Standard Oil Company
r 
-
coevicted the Standard Oil company dation. Surely a report carries its
IBM he had been offend Sow to hang own contradiction. The Standard Oil
the jury came the more startling an- Cmpany adopted its present form of
omincement that John D. Rockefeller deing business in obedience to
 the
• bed been indicted by the Hancock law when the orginal organiza
tion
(moo jury, together en& the Stan- wai condeivned by one State. We
Ward oil company of Ohio and M. G. have done holiness as th
e Standard
Nillsa, H P. McIntosh and J. M. (V Company ef New Jersey for more
Robertson, directors of the Ohio coin- than a dozen ;ears, and until
 it can
pany John D. Rockefeller was in- be Crown Oa oix coganiz
ation is il-
dieted as preadent of the Standard Leal we shall contin
ue to do business.
Oil company of New Jersey Viola- j "It is an ea; ensive ordeal to 'tur
n
!ions of the Valentine antitrust act over' a corpor
ation of the size."( ths
are alleged. i Standard OM C
ompany, with its world
No immediate effort will be made to wide- ramificatio
ns, and one not kke-
cause the arrest of Mr. Rockefeller, ly to be und
ertaken voluntarily. Se-
now 'n New York, as his attorneys si
des, what form does the government
are expected to corne here and enter 
saiih the oil bud ess to take? You
his appearance as was done in the 
cannot legislate gallon of oil out
case of information filed against him of 
existence The business must be
in the probate court. sbouto they fen enducted. Even if it should be held
that we have done wrong, it would not
to do this. though, steps will be taken
without delay to apprehend him
save us from the consequences to die-
Within an hour after the jury had solve now. You may,
 therefore, give
reported. Wesley Johns. deputy sham.-
a flat contradiction to any report that
we have arranged to take such a
lee was sent to Cleveland with leer-
irants for the arrest of Messrs. Vim ,strii."
lifelntosh and Robertson He was 1
lasenseitsd to bring the men to Findlay v
golsorrow if it was possible to find BIG 
BATTLE WITH OIL
than and to accept no excuse, how • : 
TRUST IS NOW ON
--. I
ever urgent.
This order was due to the course Washington Nov t6
 —Attorney
adapted by these men in connection General Moody today, 
acting through
the trial of the Standard (l the resident Voiced States distr,
ct
l-eevy
of oihio last September. attorney, instituted proceedings
(sena+ left at their residences In against the Standard Oil company
land were ignored In two company of New Jersey, und
er the
eases the subpoenas were torn up in Sherman
 antitrust law, by filing in
the presence of the sheriff by women the United 
States circuit court at St.
of their families. 
Louis a Petit on in equity against it
'Johns was instructed to advise Messrs. and its
 seventy constituent corpora-
Miss. McIntosh and Robertion in tions an
d partnerships and seven in-
case he found them to bring hood,- divio
ual defendarits, asking that the
men along with them or to arrange in combi
nation be declared unlavrful and
advanr! of their arrival for bondsmen in the fut
ure enjoined from enter-
here. It is not the desire to lock 
log into any Cantiatt or comb nation
up either of the directors, but 
be- in restraint of trade, etc.
muse of their former action they will
 1 The following statement was pre-
. te desk with eneetatekt 
'pared and made public by Attorney
Shoold immediate ,Wal be demand- .Gese
ral Moody today:
t ed the defendants well be seems/no- t "In June last, b
y direction of the
doted, otherwise it is prohibit 
that president, • `kfessrs. Kellogg and Mor-
ebele eases will go over until the Jan- rison
 were appointed by me special
miry term of the common plea, court. mistant attorneys general, to act
with assistant to the Attoorney Gen-
Tbere are • half tilliten crhnleld eases
trpnn the docket this term, ale prow- era] Purdy, to make an invest.ga
tion
cuter David is swilling to meet 
any o; the relations of the Standard Oil
company of New Jersey, to the busi-
dammtds thee teleY malt nem of refining, transporting, <herb-
Indictments were not asked against uting and selling oil throughout the
.he several local subsidiary companies United States: to ascertain all the
, fer the reason drat Informations 
are
P
on file against them afraid,' in the 
facts, and report whether or not, in
\ 
probate court and the county pros 
\ e_ their opinion, there has been a viola-
, 
confident that thecolor i 
higher tion of the Sherman antitrust law by
s 
court, nili mown the probate court the Standard Oil company of New
n the disputed question of 
urisdie- Jerseykor the persons or corporations
i l associated with or managing it. The
lion. counsel have completed that duty.
'The attorneys for Mr. Rockefell
er
complairied that he had not been in-
and the report of their investigation
has received careful consideration by
acted," said the prosecutor today
•Mill•••=••••••••
XCentbansgli on Page light,)
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CAN CONVICT
JOHN ETD'
80 DECLARED CHIEF OF PO-
LICE GUNTHER OF LOUIS-
VILLE YESTERDAY.
The Chief Bays the Police Have Es-
tablished a Motive for the
• Murder.
Louisville, Nov. 15.—Chief of Police
Genther slid this morning that while
the police and detectives are still
working on the case ,that he has suf-
ficient evidence already to convipt
Etly.
"When we arrested Etly we had a
case, and since then evidence has ac-
cumulated," said Gunther. "However
my men are still at work piling up
ciidence and have now established a
motive. No, I will not tell what it is.
We don't intend to shew our'hand to
the defense until we go to trial" •
No One Claims Reward.
Thus far no one has put in a claim
for the reward in the Etly case, and
all who are seemingly eligible have
denied all right to it. This is almost
without precedent. Heretofore there
have been more claimant, than money
The case will probably go down on
record on this accunt alone.
Regarding this, the following state-
imi%.-nents from interested parties are
Mrs. Kate Hayman—I have no
right to the reward and do not want
It
Chief of Police Gunther: "Reward.
Huh! I don't work for rewards. What
I want is justice."
Chief of Detective Maher: "I can't
just figure where I have a look-in for
ncney offered for the arrest of Mrs
Etly'e slayer."
Detective Ross "I have no claim to
the reward, and will make mine."
Coroner Kelly: "I merely acted in
accordance with my oath. The senti-
ment of the public is the only reward
wish."
Judge Wilson • "The reward is for
those who arrested or led to the ar-
rtst of the murderer."
Detectives Armstrong and Hardilig:
"We worked on the case and arrest-
ed Etly. In the latter instance, how-
ever, we only obeyed the orders of
our superior officers.
Inquest Monday.
Coroner Kelly officially announced
this morning that the inquest into the
death of Mrs. Jennie Etly would be
held Monday morning at to:so o'clock
He stated that the best business and
perfessional men in the city would be
forced to serve on the jury, and that
the case would be thoroughly sifted.
Anna Etly, Mrs. Perkins and every-
one interested will be summoned and
will testify. Owing to the cramped
toodition of the coroner's quarters,
the inquest will probably be held in
one of the circuit court rooms.
Slept Soundly.
"Anybody in the jail will tell you
that I slept well last night, and if
that shows a guilty conscience, I'm
mistake." said John Etly in prison this
morning.
"I want this trial to take place as
soon as possible. They can try me
tomorrow if they want to.
"Will I make a confession? I should
say not. I have nothing to confess.
They can burn me with hot irons if
they want to, but I'll never confess
anything that isn't so."
NEW YORK CITY
SUICIDE RECORD
searly 200 for Three Months.Desths
by Accident and Negligence.
New York, Nov. t6—One hundred
and ninety-one persons committed
suicide in New York city during the
three months previous to July 1, last,
says the report of Health Commis-
sioner Darlington, sent to Mayor Mc-
Clellan yesterday.
Sixty persons were killed by el,ctric
cars during the quarter, forty-one of
the total number being in Brooklyn.
The total number of deaths by ac-
cident and: negligence doting the
eree months was 965.
MOOCHER JAILED.
sno•—• a
John Corbett Will Stay Toe 'Thirty
Days With Jailer Irvine.
John Corbett waigiven thirty days
in jail on the charge of mooching ev-
erybody on, the street, and being
drunk. He is the one-legged beggar
who has been bothering the public
for the last week or two, end was
IOW IN. dese bee beastly intoxi-
ated condition up in Mechan:esburg.
MEIHODIST
CONFERENCE
lidFORTANT BODY GETTING
DOWN WELL TO ITS WORK
BEFORE DELEGATES.
BMIWISVILLE DONATE.
NOME FOR SUPERANNUATES
REV. J. STEPHENEK)N OF VAN-
DILRBILT UNIVERSITY IS
LECTURING
RA% J. Newell Preached At the
Ceremony Wisich Commemorated
Aniversary of Board.
The general Mneophis conferencel
et Methodists is getting down well to
work at Ripley, Tenn., from whence
reports come of a very entertaining
and important session. The Paducah
ministers are taking an active bead
and are prominent personages at the
gathering, .4 being natural as Padu-
cah is the second largest city in the
embargoes.
Dispatches yesterday from Ripley
stated as follow, regarding the pro-
ce'edings'
The conference opened its day's
seeeion with reading of the scripture
and prayer, led by Rev. J. A. Burrow,
editor the Midland MetBodist.
The following names were referred
to the committee on conferenc rela-
tions for superannuation; John Ran-
dle, J. A. Fife, C. A: Haskell, H. C
Gamble, J. A. Treadwell, R. Y. Black-
weU, W. T. C. Young, Wade A. Frost,
A. N. Sears, John H. Witt, Geo. K.
Brooks, B. F. Peebles, R. V. Taylor,
W. B. Mathews. B. B. Risenhoover,
Walborn Mooney, D. C Johnson, E.
K. Dransford.
When these aged men addressed
the it, was ms impressi
and
ve
one. Like old and
ls.nt veterans who have battled upon
many a hard-fought field, they are re-
tired with the love of their brethren,
henceforth to watch the battle from
afar and no doubt to grow restless at
times under the restraint place, upon
them and the consciousness that their
days of active set-see are over.
The pastor of Brownsville, Dr H.
B. Johnston. presented a home for
some superannuates as a gift from
Brownsville and Haywood county.
and the conference by resolution ac-
cepted the gift and returned thanks
to the donors.
The Harris name in Tennessee is
one prominent in both state and
church, and it is now represented in
this conference by a talented preacher,
Rev. Sid Harris, son of Rev. W. T.
Harris, and grandson of Rev. G. W.
D Fferais. and nephew of Hon. Isham
G. Haeri.. former governor of and
senate* from Tennessee. Dr. Harris
is a moat worthy representative of the
ancestral name.
The names of all the Memphis
preachers were reported and the re-
ports showed up were well for Mem-
phis Methodism, both financially and
in increase of membership. Rev. E.
B MaLemore. city missionary, made
a very ,fine showing, and justified the
establisimient of this work by the
board of missions at the last session
i of the conference
The anniversary of the Sunday
school hoard was held at the Metho-
dist citerch John R. Pepper, chair-
man of the conference board, made a
'report, end, Dr. E. B. Chappel, of the
'general board, mad° the address
:which -was pronounced an excellent
I one.
I Rev. J. H. Stephenson of Vander-
bilt Usifversity is delivering a series
ef splendid lectures during the ses-
sion of the conference, and many.
both ifrreachers and laymen, are &to
tendingi to their pleasure and profit
'Rev. T.r.k. Burrow, effitor of the Mid-
land Methodist, addressed the confer-
enie and he always pleases. The only
objection which can be urged against
him is 'that at about 40 years of age
ite is still unmarried.
1 Ripley is entertaining the confer-
:ence handsomely, and the preachers
'all seem to think that they would oot
!mind coming again to meet a hos-
pitality so free and full as that which
;the people of Ripley have extended
The' handsomest man in the confer-
'ence ,is Rev. A. J. Meaders, the able
sOcretary of the body, and the race for
the least beatteiful lies between Rev.
W. C. Silting and Dr. W. T. Bolling.
This afternoon the cottsnittees
imeet, sod tonight the board of educa-
Won 'ill hold its anniversary exercise
NO LENIENCY I ALVORD TO
FOR BILLIE , COME HERE
GREEK WILL HAVE TO DO
SCAM TIME FOR HIS VIO-
. -
-411M1011011111.111040.
COURT'S CLEMENCY HAS
BEEN EXHAISTED NOW
SEWERAGE COMMITTEE YES-
TERDAY ORDERED THAT
CONFEREACE HELD
ABOUT NEW SEWERS
MARY ELMORE SUED TO SEE SUPT. KEBBLICR EXPZILIEO4C-
IF ILLINOIS CENTRAL HAS LNG DELAYS CHANGING
THE PROPERTY. LIGHT APPARATUS.
S. H. Winstead Medicine Company
Changed its Name to "The Lax-
Fos Company."
No leniency of the courts exist for
William Greek who is doing time in
the county jail, simply because the
prisoner was given all the opportun-
ity anyone could be accorded to quit
volating the law, but be wilfully Con-
tinued plying his vocation in face of
court instructions, and will now have
to remain in jail as long as Judge
Lightfoot decides, provided Greek
does not pay the heavy fines assessed
ageism him. Mrs. Greek and others
City Treasurer John Dorian Keeps
°Bice Open Tooight For Coo-
of Taxpayers.
Yiestrday afternoon the sewerage
committee of the council and -alder-
manic boards held a meet* at Goy
Engineer Washington's office, and
directed the engineer and chairman to
write to Civil Engineer Alvord of Chi-
cago to tome here for a conference
regarding the No. 3 district storm and
sanitary sewers. Mr. Alvord has al-
ready sketched off some plans for
this improvement, and when he ar-
rives the officials will decide whether
have been trying to get the judge to-- they want him to complete the draw-
set aside his sentence and release the .ings and provide foe "sire •••"
accused, but Greek will have to lay it 'whether it will be a s'
out, else "come across" with the 'with outlet only as
money sufficient to fiquidate the fines course if ji is deetitto/kei
assessed against him. thing at present, h s. i,t 4a.ert -94-04
Green run the refreshment stand ,the expense incurreeoe.
J ust. outside the main entrance to Well 'n more than proba1)le:1M
lace park in Arcadia, and was fined he MU be instructed o proc
about. $900 by Judge Lightfoot in plansspecifying only the river co
numerous warrants' charging him with let. His wants $700 to complete the
selling intoxicants without a license. surface sketches already started. but
Poo, on promiting not to NIB allyif,rring
abmi'the committee will decide after con-He was let off by paying only
with him as to what price
more ' He was caught at it U% shall 'be pew.
though, and fined by Justice Charles If the plans are drawn they cannot
Emery on confessing he had sold. be completed and the huge under-
Judge La htfoot th..etwneuseoinuedrapeniapias 
b
sett
Sillsigispring. Mr. Washington does not
started until sometime next
fine against Greek, who went to jail want "overflow" outlets 'emptying
on failing to pay up. Now his wife into the hollows in the 9etsitirts and
ta  df. 
judge
 f fg 
to
o
ends
e t withmr  e Mr. Lightfoot, who these low places are filled up, and the
oactryingbettonowagget mitheig..cacomeratterof ioth:Iy 
of a few years unt
efty, become 
it will be
i
in this instance did something he rare: 'overflow would
ly ever does, found a man flagrantly
viclating the laws, and then let him
off by paying a small sum. The judge
says Greek will have to serve out the
Ps, and then possibly much more of
the fines. The court is determined
to impress the accused with the fact
that business is meant as regards
breaking up the sale of intoxicants
without a license. Grt:ek has been in
jail several weeks. riow, and will
probably do better when he gets out
Enforce Collection
Some months ago Mary Elmore
sued J. D. Elmore for dieorse, anti
got judgment against the husband Oc-
tober Ise 19o5 for $oo. The sherill
could find no property on which to
levy and sell to satisfy this judgment
and now yesterday Mrs. Elmorr filed
another suit in the circuit court set-
ting up the fact that she is convinced
the Illidois Central railroad has in
its possession, property and monies
belonging to the former husband.
Mrs. Elmore asks the court to com-
pel the railroad authorities to show
what they have in their hands belong-
ing to Elmore, so she ewe get It, II
prove useless It
'is not believed s third district will
,
cost as mesch the other, in propor-
tion, because piping will not have
to be laid p under ground to get
the necessity fall as the mains lead
towards lit river into which the •
I
offal is dumped.
Hard as Work.
Superintendent Keb4ler. of the tity
electric light plant. has his men hard
at work getting the new apparatus in
shape for installation. The attaches
yesterday got all the 2oo arc lights
out of the freight car and one of the
huge machines. The lattef will be
placed an the foundtaion built for it,
wbenitio electricians will then take
'the other aynanro out of the car.
I While one gang of coat art in the
powerhouse putting together the dif-
ferent pieces for the ne:v -o•c•;. an-
other gang is out taking doten the
old lights at the street cor le:- and
putting up the new kind
I Yesterday about sixteen new Ogee
were put op on the RowlaniVuvri eo-i
cuit, while more will h • initalled to-
day. On account of Co...vast amount
there is anything to his credit. ,of
 work incidental to ;he e-e.neral
Cowpony Changed Name. 'change
, delays are being experienced.
The S. H. Winstead Medicine Corn
twiny yesterday filed a document with
the comity clerk showing the name
of the company had been changed to
"The Lax-Los Company.'
Deeds Recorded.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
transferred to Willie Weeks for a4,s dty h
all until 9 o'clock this evening
300, property on West Jefferton
street. The deed was filed with the
clerk for record.
W. E. Weldon sold to Mrs. Virginia
Weldon for $otoo, property in the
West End between Court and Wash-
ington streets.
Mrs. IL M. Decker bought from
George C Wallace for $3,200 proper- NEW STORY FINISHED
.
ty on Jefferson near Ninth street.
and the probabilities ere everything
will not be in running order until next
Tilesdiry night. •
Treasurer's Office Open.
City Treasurer John J. Dorian has
rranged to remain in his office at the
for convenience of the railroad peo-
ple and others who cannot spare the
time during the day to come and pay
their city taxes. This will give all these
people an opportunity to come and
pay up, and thereby avoid ihe penalty
which goes on the delinquents,
TOBACCO FOR THE
PANAMA TRADE
Hartsville, Tenn, Nov. 16.—The
people engaged in digging the Pana-
ma canal are determined to have the
best of tobacco, and have sent to Ten-
nessee for it, the Willard Tobacco
company of this County having ree
ceived an order from the isthmus
for 4oAso pounds ci ite moldsg to-
bacco_._ and 'hipped it last week.
Mechanics Have Finished Rig Under-
taking at Rhodes-Burford House.
The carpenters and other mechanics
have finished the work of putting a
fourth story upon the Rhodes-Burford
building on North Fourth street, and
the firm is now moving into the ad-
ditional floor the goods for that he
department PIN
The extra story gives the %otitis*. et.
ing house Mach adtitional remit for
their mammoth stocky wItieh is the
argest in the city of Paducah
at the Methodist church. Dr. J. T. Miss Georgia h amt
. ; n of Lee ,:llts
'Newell vein deliver the address.,is visiting Mrs. Osc
ar Kahn,
••••
• •
At the Churches
All Paducah is anxiously awaiting
information from the Memphis Meth-
odist conference at Ripley, Tenn.,
showing where the ministers of that
denomination will be sent to serve
for the ensuing year as pastors and
presiding elders. The appointments
are generally made on Monday of the
wick's session, and news to this effect
cannot be expected until next Mon-
day.
Information from Ripley is that
several hundred delegates. visitors
and divines are attending the gather-
ing, which is being presided over by
Bishop Duncan, and which is proving
one of deep interest. All the Padu-
cah Methodist ministers are partici-
pating in the session, therefore no
preaching will be held at any of these
churches tomorrow. Rev. Newell,
Rev. Fields, Rev. Armstrong and
Rev. Owen will all remain at Ripley
Sunday. Sunday school services will
be held at all the Methodist churches,
that at the Headway Methodist being
at 9:30 o'clock, that of the Third
street Methodist at to o'clock and of
the Trimble street Methodist at 9:30
o'clock. At the latter place the Junior
Epworth league meets tomorrow af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock.
tional lesson system, 'which has done
more to popularize Bible -study and
create a marvelous Sunday school lit-
erature than any other agency in the
world; the home department, which
has linked the home to the church;
The teacher training idea, in fact
every modern improvement in Sunday
school work has originated in the
United States. And this has been
brought about almost entirely by the
association work. This is what The
Sunday sch000l Times says: "Practi-
cally everything of 'value in our Sun-
day schools today was either origi-
nated by or has found general adop-
tion through the organized association
work."
The association work is world-wide
in its scope, extending from the mag-
isterial district with a thorough or-
ganization up through county state
and international to a world's organ-
ization- The Kentucky Sunday Asso-
ciation is a vital part of this vast or-
ganization, and through the careful
supervision of the General Secretary,
Mr. E. A. Fox, and his able corps of
aseistants, is doing a magnificent
work for the Sunday schools. of the
state. The work is under the direc-
tion of a state executive committee
in which every denomination is replies
German Lutheran. sented. This then is not a union
German services will be held to- work separate and apart from
morrow morning at the German Luths the dettvonittatao
ns, but is a
errn church on South Fourth street eerk- of the denominations by the de-
by Rev. Ilton, who at the evening. ,ominations for the denominations
hour delivers his discourse in thi
English language.
Cumberland Presbyte
Rev. J. C. Henry of Nasl4ille and
Rev. Donald McDonald o
Ky., will arrive this sfterfion and to-
morrow fill the pulpit fo the Cumber-
land Presbyterian char Dr. Henry
has been called try take pastoral
charge of the comkgation here. und
an answer from ,Mm is expected to-
- 
r ii5 TcDonald is connected
olgical institution at
r. Henry was form-
noteeted w1kh the similar de-
= stcyirtment of the Le on, Tenn., col-
lege.
Rev. 3. S. Pate, the ne minister for
the Second Baptist churish, will ar-
rive here today from pkinsville
where he has been residing Tomor-
row morning and timing h4 fills the
pulpit of the second con egation
He accepted lest Surickny th to
become pastor. and then went acts to
Hopkinsville to move les fami here
(
Grace Episcopal.
Communion will be held 4t
o'clock tomorrow morning a Grace
Epiecoppl church, and Saud -school
services conducted at 9:30 o' lock. At
tons O'clock Rector Devi Wright
preaches on "Sin:" He kas not yet
chosen his subject.for the 4. oc.ock
worship in the afternoon./ At the
morning preaching special/atonic will
be rendered.
;
7a3a
Sunday-School Clam
A very happy time was had Inst
ereoiog when s. Frapk L.-Scot, of
Ninth and Medisoa streets, enter-
tained her First ristiaa church
Sunday-schoof flees. Many diver-
sions composeid a chatening gathering,
and dainty refeeshmeas were ;erred.
Mn RefevaL
Rev. Calvin If . Thompson, cf the
Finn baptist chinch, aisi Rev. E. H.
Cunningham, formerly of the Second
Baptist church, have been holding an
unusually interesting anti successful
revival for the pant week at the Ncrth
Twelfth street Baptist Mission. Many
conversions have been effected las -re-
sult of the excellent nightly sertnens.
First Christian.
The only worship tomorrew at the
First Christian church will be Sunday
school and communion services at the
LOUZG.
Metisodist hEntsaons.
Sunday school will be held sit the
Methodist mission churches tomorrow
on West Tennessee street, awl in
Littleville.
German EvangelicaL
Rev. VVilliarn Bouquin hat gone to
Round Knob Ill to participate in a
mission festival, and as result there
will not be any preaching tomorrow
morning or evening at the German
Evangelical church on South Fifth
street. Sunday schoce occurs at the
regular hour.
Sunday School Convention.
Rev. William Bourquin, president of
the MeCracken County Sunday school
Association, and others are preparing
for the Sunday school Convention
that will be held next Tuesday and
Wednesday at the Broadway Metho-
dist church of this city, during which
many will be present, as representa-
tives will participate from every de-
nominational Sunday-school in this
s city and county. Several prominent
state workers will be here to deliver
addresses and labor for additional en-
.
thusias-nv and vigor iv the commend-
able cause.
The United States is the greatest
Sunday chool nation in the world. It
hag more enrolled in its Sunday
schools than all the rest of the civil-
ized world combined. The interne-
nd every protestant Sunday school
rid every individual in every Sunday
chool should be vitally interested in
ts sraccess.
Tenth Street Christian.
Sunday school services; will be held
s usual at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow
morning at the Tenth street Chile-
tian church. At zo:es o'clock com-
munion is held, and at ti o'clock. and
also at 7730 o'clock in the evening,
preaching will be conducted by Rev.
J. C Shelton.
1 Mechanicsburg Christie*.At 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Sunday school services will be held
-at the Mechanicsburg Christian
church while at 3:3o o'clock preach-
ing will be held by Rev. J C. Shelton
of Mayfield.
North Twelfth Baptist.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Sunday school worship will be held
at the North 'Twelfth street Baptist
church.
first Eareist Church.
• "Life's Mission—Some Factt About
!It" will be the topic tomorrow morn-
ing by Rev. Calvin hi. Thompson at
!the First Baptist church .1t the
evening hour he rein preach on "What
.Shall We Do For Our ,Beloved Ones
1Who Are Lost."
Ilbsion Revival.
i' For the past week Rev. E. K. Cun-ningham and Rev Calvin Thompsonhave been holding a special meeting
in the North Twelfth street Baptist
4Lission, and these gatherings will
continue every night throughout next
week. Services occur tonight and
'also tomorrow night under direction
Of Dr. Cunningham.
The San Francisco &sada
(Nashville Banner. )
The report comes from San Fran-
cisco that an investigation is nsti-
tined ino that city to unearth grafters
who diverted to their personal use
funds sent for the relief of the suffer-
ers horn the earthquake and confla-
gration. It is said that these steal-
ings wit amount to at least one mil-
lion dinars. Every honest man and
woman in our great country will
cherish -the hope that every scoundrel
implicated in these crimes will be dis-
covered ere! brought to jester It is
hardly eurprising that some of the
relief snor.ey was fraudulently divert-
ed from its purpose in the great con-
Kusion that followed the awful disas-
4er that befell San Francisco. but it
wouki be attrpnsing if the amount
stolen ase found as large as is report-
ed. But the c"rcumstancee only make
the crime the greater, and the investi-
gation should be thormagh and the
puniehmenn meted out to the erirre
Male the severest.
CONSUMPTION NOT A
HTIZEDITARY DISEASE
White Plagnse Not Contagious, Bat
COssathwtiottive.
New York. Nov. 16.—F. F.
M. D., of Austin, 'Tex., in his opening
address today before the international
congress of tuberculosis, said: "Con-
sumption is not contagious, but it is
communicative. . One does. not eon-
rract the disease by contact with a
patient The disease is not heredi-
tary. A feeble constitution, liable to
nny disease, may be inherited, but tu-
berculosis wan never transmitted con-
genitally from parent. to child"
Folk's Anti-Lobby Law.
Jefferson City. Mo.. Nov. t6.—Gov.
Folk has drafted a stringent antilobhy
law which will be introduced in the
new Migsouri legislature. if enacted
into law, not even the repre.senta-
fives, of the state instautions will he
permitted tirinn the floor of eitaer
branch of the general assembly, a
afe bet that you are a
our eeighbors.
LIMB WASTED
WITH ECZEMA
Obliged to Lie With Limbs Higher
Than Head Suffered Untold
Agonies and Could Not Vvalit
Doctor Said It Was the Worst
Case he Ever Saw,
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
"I received your letter sang foe
information, about using the Cutieura
Remedies. I used them for name.
The doctor mid it was the worst ease
he ever saw. It was on both limbs,
from the kneee to the ankles. We
tried everything the doctom knew of,
but the Cutieura Remedies did the
most good. I was obliged to lie with
my limbs higher than ray bead, for the
pein was so terribie I could not walk.
I suffered untold agonies. One limb
wasted away a great deal smaller than
the other, there was so much discharge
train it. I found the Cuticura Rem-
edies very soothing, sod I still keep them
in the house. I am very thankful to
say that I am aired. sad you can pub-
lish this statement if you with. I found
the Cutieura Remedies all that you say
they are. I hope that you may bs
=m insaay years to maks the attletara
for the benefit at persona suf-
fering from the torture of el& diseases,
such as I had. I remain, yours re-
=itcally, Mrs. Golding, Box 8, Ayr,, June 6, 1906."
CORED OF CHIPPED BANDS
"I have used the Cutienra Soaf)eefo:
=1 hands, which I hadwith for about these years. I
adiseed intense pain and itching. I
uOd nearly two cakes of the Cutieura
Soap, and my hands were completely
cured and have neve- troubled rne
sines I alio took the Cutieurn Reed-
vent for the blood at the same time.
I can reeonunend the Cutieura Rem-
▪ to othem indlerieg the same.
Ches. Young, Pletteville,Deterio, Can-
• &pt 2s, 1906."
arms memo sea biome& Itssirs.s. 1st every
nome,Ilms:= uses smilmo.lbo n Isar Let
04.7.1"ma
• aLI 
lir 4.16:1112 .6. Claw:sr 1h:wt.": '161ptcg.  ores.
psitsit Lorsi I Chess. Corp.„
Hos is Csin be Sealy Ism.es-
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+ RAM'S HORN WRINKLES a-
4.
Love is the law that safeguards
erty.
There is no cheap way of saving
souls.
The unfed heart soon loses its appe-
tite.
It is slow work fattertlng souls on
solos.
His lIeness 11' some ottt in tin
rays of His love
The surly hear. will ruin the face
quicker than smallpox
The man will bear watching who
wants to eliminate the law.
Courage is the best age faith can
we in.
The richest lives have ripened n
winter.
A little motion is wren, a lot f
emotion.
Religion can be deitified istalout
g dts11.
Opportunity gets tut no offic
ime card.
There is no happiness withont•sonie
sacrifice.
The only faith that is potSessed is
hat which is practiced.
A creed without love it like an en-
gine without a firebox.
Segregate is a gate which nlwas,.=
stands ajar between enemies.
Dogmatism cannot help barking and
!riving men front the door.
Get anxious for statistics and you
soou lose goals.
Eating humble pie is a poor way
if getting your dessert.
A men is measured by the yard
stick and the stick's in his yard.
n tr.lses intire Elan raisirg a roof to
bring down a revival.
A man's sins may be known by
the cilences in his prayers.
When the minister hides the man,
he Son of Man is also hidden.
No prayer falls flatter than that
which seeks to flatter the Almighty.
rxCITEMtNT CAUSED
BY DISABLED WHISTLE
Jone,boro. Tenn., Nov. in—The
asiebound short train, coming to this
'lace at inte a. m., occasioned con-
iderable alarm coming into the sta-
tion Tuesday evening. In some man-
fen the whistle 'became out of fix and
he alarm was sounded for more than
'alf an hour. The factory whistle
icing reed for five alarms and it be-
lie late in the evening, most people
boug-ht that the town was burning
sp, wh le others thought that the train
,ad. been -wrecked and was calling for
teietarce People rushed from their
,ede and homes and ran to the depot,
only to find that the whistle had its
some manner got fastened down and
it continued tooting until the engine
ems out of steam, when it stopped of
own accord
•
If life is a burden to yen, it'‹ a
rden to
A bachelor says that if e bad to
hose between two evils e would
marry the one with the m
WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.
Sail to Pd Demirel *Agit
Mae Flow le Ohio Nate-
house Yard.
In 357, for some on, it
thought profitable am. vo..isible to W
cure an artesinn well In the state-
hood* yard. The geology of 
Ohiose e. acienee was sUll unwritten.
In hot, the first volume at the Ohio
geological reports contains the write
ten retard of this boring.
Dove 3,776 feet--over half a sane—
the angerwas sent by the show and
laborike..i promos of the time and
nearly a year was speat le the work
The bowleg was commezioed on No.
vember 6, lee?, and stopped 
October1, 1868. 20o artesian wate  was
found.
The boring we* made la the embers
part et the grounds. Its des wee
sedated eat to the writer some Teen
age, sad it is now probably peered
by the comsat wait extending oat fa
Third street from the jedielary betid-
ing. Water was streak sad plenty a
It—fresh. salt. sulphur. magnesia& sec.
but sone at It came to the tsp.
Prot Theodore 0. Wonaley, tte
professor of chemistry in &Reline
medical college. embraced the oppor
Welty to secure the temperate» oi
this deep boring With a thermoses,
tar placed in • specially prepared Lion
ease and lett In the bottom of the bar'.
lag le boars, be baand the tampers
all the bottom to bets degree&
Paheighett. MakLag dednetioss toe
aithe tlietaass below the settee.
which the Mee of the sea mama is
be felt, he amputee that the tessipare
taro Moressed craw degree tor every
'Ti feet atdescant At that time stia-
mean sciestiele who were earetally
studying this breach of physical go
ogneohy had estimated that the tem
aerators increased in such conditions
ass degree for eery 64 
feet..There is no record of Use cost al
the boriag, but it mast have be
tonsiderable, as the facilities and sp
paratus were primitive co neared with
tame sow in use Teem falling ot
Its prlaelpal purpose. the state seems
to Davit turned it to so- ti.t thong!
its geologists, so that it was not
wholly money wasted.
PECAN SHELUNG SEASON.
An Industry That G 7-ee guipley-
meet to any B carols
et People.
Some idee of the mageltale at the
pecan nut meat lailmary may be bad
when it le Mated that -I San Aeloaiii
(Tex.) alone there are members
of the Pecan Mailers' unlash a labor
en;m1saktota composed ot men *waged
as a register business in the 
shellingof pecan non and extracting the do.
Ucious 
kernels.Not all of the pecan shelters La San
Antonio belong to Lb, union. There
are several hundred ceier men, wom-
en and clUeiren la that city who gain
a livelihood fr in the work There
are brenrhea of the Pecan lbellers
union in Austin and several othei
collo a of the nat.
:Le pecan rut: shelling season lasts
frr.m October 1 to July L The new
crop of nuts begin to come into mar-
ket skint October 1, and from then
well January 1 the business of ez-
tracting the her-nets is very active
The kernels are shipped In large bulk
to New York, St Louis and other cit-
ies. where they are used by the con-
fectioners In the marnfactirre of can-
Li ea.
Pecan shelling is a oomearativelY
new industry. It ba I its origin, so
far as its becoming a recognized
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York visited Texas.
He ate some of the (-Andy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
Important ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arrange I for
small shipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernels were received is dm
time, and the highest art of the candy.
maker was employed in their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
iruitantly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That was the beginning of an in-
dustry which now given employment to
several thousand people. There is a
big demand for the pecan kernels in
every large city in the country.
Indians Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At Present
there are 260 students and no more
can be received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
a few weeks ago that the government
ordered the installation of a school at
old Pert hfeDermitt, in Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion is
tbe Carew school.
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
" Edison and Victor Phonographs
and a General Supply of music
on band. If you want to buy.
. it will pay you to call and see
I
stock.
WARREN &
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices sod a
present for everybody.
WARREN 417 Ireadvay
 wigggegogoggingriagar
We exercise the'greatcst
care in selecting our cut glass
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. We aim to combine
perfection in color: brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled,
fWedding and Holiday Gifts
Jeweler
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us bei11 the house; you pay for it as you
pay tent. Vacant leas in an parts of the city. Nice lots cm the
proposed car exemeama on illeesad to =Moe depot said an Able
1147,612 from 5g. to Say, each. Buy now on inotellineet plee
while cheap. Trim Is the highest ground in the city. Property is
anoessehig replay.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Hard D. Seeders Pees. mid M. Phone As,
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
• ANOTHER DER.P,
4- DARK MYSTERY ••••
•
• + + + 4. 4. • • + f +
Resident. of Louisville have been
-nto cocuternation by a mys-
terious night prowler who made Ms
appearance in the city last night Re-
ports from various -ections of the
town are coming in nom people who
claim to ham been awakened by the
mysterious, stranger's prowling around
their house'.
Mr Weiterdno, one of our most
prominent citizens, was very much
xcited when interviewed this morn-
ing. He claim.' to have been awak-
ened last right by a vicious looking
tint-nen peering into his window. He
re-ms to have been so badly itearetl,,
howreer, that he cannot give a clear
description of the man He claims
hat he looked grimething like his bar-
ber, his °Site boy. the janitor and
ven thought he saw some resem-
lance to his wife..
Lttle Ethel Welterdoo corroborates
her father in teeing a man peering
in at the window, but ,he says that
be wits a kinds gentle-looking old man.
with white whiskers, and believes she
saw him some place before, probably
jr a picture book.
Mrs Welterdoo was found reading
an article .n the Ladies' Home Jour-
nal entitled "How to Make Inexpen-
tee Xmas Presents for Your Hue-
'and." She says that her husband is
tot responsible, as he always becomes
lei-volts. about this time of the year.
%hien nervousness lasts till afterf
.Cmas.
Mr. Asher says positively that he
etw the man, claims he looked like
Ruse an anarchist. and has been so
ipset that he thinks about dropping
he acquaintance of several young
ady ftiende, being to nervous to find
pleasure- in their company.
Little Jimmy Waif says he 11,!ard
a noise on the roof about midnigh.
stole up and saw -a man measuring
the opening of the chimney. Couldn't
see his face, but thought he was Ger-
man, as heard him says "Dunder until
Blitzen."
Mn. B. Roke, still wearing his sum-
mer suit, is positive a man answering
the descriptions robbed- him last De-
cember, hut as the ponies have clean-
ed up op this year, is not much wor-
ried.
CouittrY's Wealth,
Washington, D. C., Nov. I6—The
'total wt-alth of the country in Igo;
, vas $106$8r,415,009, according to the
She Had Recovered. figures issued by the census bureau.
line Ferguson (to caller)---1 DeVer In tflon the total wealth was $enor.-
did like her, and when the impelled 091,Ty7; in 1903, 
$88,528.348,70
thing spoke to me the way she did I
was speechless ',Pith indignation. I Some men seem to 
think they can
couldn't say a mod. ,purehme a mansion in 
the skies on
Mr. Ferguson (OuttIng in)--rneo fae installrnient plan, so tbe
y drop a
t monly. !
must have happened befotti we wore Denny into .th
e contributimf plate (e-
S 11(layI —Cb cago News:
married.-11t-Bita. , Y
+
-a A NEW THEORY OF SLEEP +
di •
1 1 h ,: ,re i-,•rroplex and difficult thephenet, an tn. the greater the number
of explanation. What is the precise'
fenotion of sleep? What is the phys
ielogical difference between sleeping
and waking? The•e que. ins have
been debated by physicians ior many
Centuries Explanations are sarioue
said contradictory Thus we lava
Manaseine's psychologeal theory that
-sleep is a time Of rest i•,r conecioas-
nets, while the histological theory of
Rabe and others noributen sleep to a
drawing in of the nerve cells that
I nterrttpts their connections. How-
ell's hypothesis i• that sleep is due
to leek of blood in the brain. while,
on the other hand, Czerny and
Schleich conclude that it is due to ex-
cess of blond in that organ_ 
i 
Again, 
the various chemical theories hold
that sleep is induced by toxic sub-
stances generated by the nersout sys-
tem. With these probably should be
classed the new theory of Dr Alberto
Salmon, who maintains that sleep Is
induced by the internal secretion of
the pituitary gland, situated near the
root of the nose Says an editorial
Iwther in The Metcal Record (New
1Yorle September 22) in substance:He submits that somnolence is
characteristic of tumors of the pitui-
tary body. In sleeping sickness a
hypernophic pituitary body is found.
Somnolence is also noted in inlet-
Iitiout diseases in which there is Aron-
lic nreningitin and there is ennnestion
or inflammation of the pituitary bodyI(influenza) Ccrta n intoxications and
lautointoxications experimenteilly in-duce hypersecretion of the pituitaryt
and cause somnolency. Obese persons
,
are often 'very sleepy: Somnolence
is also found in all donditions cane-
hug a congestion of the hypophysin
Stich as toiler.), and :ttliie;es to theca
head.
I On (lie other hand. ins.i,innia is not-
led in degeneration of the pituitary
[gland: in the late stages of acrome-
vgaly, when the gland is partly de-
etroyed; and in all conditions which
favor atrophy Or destruction of the
iituitary body, as old age, hi inani-
tion, in arterioscelerosis. in severe
acute or chromic infections and intenns
ications (phthisis and cerebrospinal
meningitis, atropinepoisonoiog, chron-
ic morphin P Ilfl alcohol polgoning,
etc.)
All these considerations, together
with the connection of the pituitary
gland with the nutrition of the nerve
venters, serve as a bans for Salmon's
theory that sleep is due chiefly to the
secretion of the pituitary gland. The
isolation of this secretion and the In-
jection of it experimentally into mini-
mats to invInee :leer) would. if sue-
ctcsful. offer a more cnnvincing proof
of this theory than any addtwed ac yet
Orby Salmon.
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FARMERS NM
AFFILIATE
REPRESENTATIVES WARMLY
RECEIVED BY AMERICAN
FEDERATION.
First Movement With Any
of Success Is Now
on Foot.
Chance
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. O.-Affi-
liation of the Amer can Federation of
Labor and the farmers' union, known
as the American Society of Equity,
practically became assured today
when delegates from the newly form-
ed organization were given a warm
welconie.
All eflorts heretofore to bring about
a basis of common interests between
the farmers and union labor have fail-
ed and the day's action marked an im-
portant epoch n the affiliation move-
ment.
Other important matters before the
c sewer is being laid under the 
convention included an invitation from
ic streets, and when it is finished 
San Juan, Porto Rico, to meet there
tut entre cost will be apportioned 
next year. a resolution by the Porto
between parties own ng private prop-
Rican delegate. Santiago Iglesias, call-
arty within the district improved ac- 
mgfor aid in securing more political
freedom for h $ country at the bands
eorthig to the nastier of square feet 
each person owns. As ske  
of congress and fiery denunciation 
. Ida ortesiami 'segue 1 Ye sows. .1'S
grounds will all of all branches of the Amencan mos-- uss of stowo.,...6 Me see of a.sits-Central yards and
be benefited by the sewer which runs ciarY• albu
m isr.ass se
elide through, alongside and behind Thee were nine 
representatives of poisons. an Meal mid •••,.cry a) taw.
These propert es. There are many he American Society of
 Equity pres- 'acum. (X Mess awes me wen
tees of thousands of superficial feet nt and were given the 
privilege of total. 113 being eelalm •4141 iv. +me-
contro"'ed by the railroad, and for the floor and escorted to
 the speakers' area.
each foot so much of the cost is as- stand. W. Wes Tu
bbs, national sec- Os au eases ot sebsgoe inaaorseties,
Demo& retary of th
e society, spoke briefly '1 wisr• Mend &LW av lar04V•03 criwassai
The railroad will pay the largest ondin ng the policy 
of the farmers' OP 5&UO 4 5i.1 oboe*iii
position of the coat, of any individual, union and expressing great 
hopes that -Plium" uh414"Aiewlk Las Ube. •••b• of
tree corporaticm in this city. t might become affiliated 
with the willeak cl)"d " '6°m" 61400
ede ration. His remarks met with ap- 18144114._ 8" imr. 11146L t°
"1 ww.
kalese •sere ever..euees war, WAIL We
TIM IN.EVITABLE PENALTY. 
proval. but the height of the conven- were caw here se.
1/44.4.8
been careless.) .sft wItami Lae nail
ir
romb il E. C. Crowley, state organizer of a ciworsa • a4.4, Calagalla. OAS or arsiar
y J Edgerton in Ram's Horn .3 he American Sac ety of Equity for um) con Leaus cd Lai 146C.4•64. 11sre Ill
We are mad-grown mad in the race %lab:main, spoke. not a recorded cede where Wm, wen
for gold: He said in part 7 "You of the Amer- causied by use s000rding to dlieetiose
We are drunk with the wine of ican Federation of Labor have done of -patent" useditluss. out wore ars
VIC wonderful thine, for yourself We are recioroed camel snare Pellazriett4ws.
The truth our fathers proclaimed of
old 
trying to control the production a 4..s been emote ue ailed wrong.In 213 of the 07 mass use , wrong
We spurn with a h gh disdain; 
farm stuffs as you are controll ng the
labor situation You have cut off the iiildici" lb" LaAllik e• PI*
11035 wee
But wile the' conqueror's race we
fun, 'huvtvi  y`-'nti s""rais; watts to im or vs 
cadets bottles were lett •iUtta Me remit----I- ^g Chinese and ..surwr labor, 
U11141s
 
is iffilli`a" for •441call••• la NS
Ow' rulers should not forget cd c.kildrea. sad la ye ca
ms overtimes
That the God who reigned over Baby- 
a day so long as there is a robber be- were taken by gallium&
tween yon and as I will avail you I Carbelle acid figures M 141 ef SIM
Is the God who is reigning yet o
lbeelt. or in one uaes sa every siva Itnothing
i 'We may control the wheat market, was fatal Is 63 mew Of these Istal
Weald we tread in the paths of tyr. as we are doing today-the 
mills of masa 32 were adults and au ealeirem
tinny. Minneapolis are on the point of 
shut- It was administered by mammas et
Nor reckon the tyrant's cost? ting down because we are 
holding assess three times.
Morphine reseed mooed with IIII
Wito taketh another's liberty. back our wheat But the 'man b
e -
eases. 44 of whiell were fatal; la adults
is freedom bath also lcmt. tweeen will fix that for you, just the
Would we sin ab the strong have ame as he always does. The only 
way and sigkt children. It v.. Isalin 541
ever won? in which the producer and consumer 
(21sta" stz Um", sad /lin within um.
reach at children 20 times. Overdoses
Wake natty to pay the debt, can get the justice they deserve is to were taken 0 times &I of the persons
roe the God who reigned over Baby- do their own business. The 
commis- lacluded in the 40 be. Ins Wes It
Ion son man and the board of trade spec- won 
adalinistsred, direct, by a para.
is !IN e God who is reiscoing yet nlator are robbing both of us. :Ian once, was administered to a
' "There is only one men who has a (-hod by an older child ono., and ad-
mit mine of armlet., pissed sway right to put a price on goods and ministered by a medical student three
• Is dolt:ego elm., lie: that is the man who produce. th
em. Limes.
and the despot's face is the arms Ow Every time they force d
own the price Laudanum ranks third with 43 came;
16 fatal. 13 adults and seer children.
day for us they cut off our power to par-
rivet it was in the days fone by. chase your products. Every dollar It 
wad mhos by alatah• ti times. left
whore children oould gm It tea tiabell.
Riesinst sll wrong and isfuetice done they take from the farmer is a doll
ar
and overdoses were masa 17 tames.
A r;aid account Is sat filched froni tilt: manufacturer, for the
Per the God who revived over Baby- farmers buy three-fourths of the man- 
Str7611/11" r%°Irs ."1"lai with 14
cases; U fatal, live se admits sad taw
Ion
It the God who is reigning yet.
.IPAYS ENORMOUS
SEWERAGE COST
•
iLLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
WILL PAY MORE THAN
IlisNY OTHER OWNER.
This Time the Expense Is Taxed Ac-
ooeding to the Superficial Foot
and Road Is Hard Hit.
The 'Illness Central railroad will
lam the "honor" of paying the larg-
est portion of the cost of the new
sanitar) and storm sewerage system
no' ue ng laid in district No. a,
inc!•If!c; al of the railroad
yarils and shops between Ninth and
Clay streets and Fifteenth and Nor-
ton streets. It is probable that the
sewerage will cost the railroad some-
thing like $8.000, according to the es-
titrate of General Agent John T. Don..
pra, who has been figuring over the
•M•1•11.
ion enthusiasm was not reached un-
ufartnred goods
"T can pledge you that within a
year roo,00n farmers in Wisconsin will
The !MI of Right are eternel laws. sign an agreement to purchase none
The lodsrevelite of Truth are tree but goods bearing union label f you
Mr 'reed-Mind masters, 'I hid you will pledge us your seaport, tneuding
our gamblers of the commission hous-
es and boards of trade."
President Conyers spoke cordially
patlett
'And look on the work you do:
Yoe bind with shackles your feflow-
Man to the farmers, saying: "The very
*our hands with his blood are wet; eresence of these representatives of
Pew the God who relined over Baby- the farmers of our country bodes
is the God who is reigning yet 
Ion !tile great good of all our people May
it be the harbingergreater  of a gr elac-
rity and a greater ewiftnees in the
movement for the protection and op-
balding of our common people."
Subscribe for the Register.
Elver Shwa.
( RACKET STO
'4
a
,A
s THOMSON'S
"GLOVE - FITTING
CORSETS
This store ha; s'.w.; 3 .1, :ft vei wit),
fa: nOUS Thomson's "(110
ways a fine line of, Thowmon helo ;
very latest and bast. Eenty of all si.. 'n (lei;
style, and we sh::11 continue ; :or the
Thom.ion s " i.; 0'
very best prolleerl in this efeintre, teei :.4 nbt-
ural that it shooki bo at :di :Lebo
•
in the foremost Corset tl:Tartment.
Every Thomson's "(Rik/to-lilting'. 4-:,:set,
guaranteed to give satisfactory m ear.
Price begins at  $1.00
las
tile
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PURCULL&THOMNON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
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MAY persons 1141. 1.4.4 Liao.
at &LI mssai 4. it
1.310 emu yueetwe to Abate km.
sum., Of ui.0 4114/1/1 01 14.0
tutor, is &iv 1.4.,,,..t v4iy as umm
atoms. lit urms u4 was /ALL or-
Mu4I4 114.141 eh MIME 40
118.8.‘Croa. yruususes Lellt Lam .L
IL IN Sacauaa aajisoikisu‘s,., 1 LI 44.. •
11011 O LOD :swum .8,
' Ue.e. . • . *-
L1011 a MAI 1.411.4. all WO 4.4oc
meow-wei.
ae outiapilaussia oov ID Si. t;'.5,
racer WA ill Ube WOW lowevel • u.
oIS.aauj 4 i/l/L.0 Jew ewe
J kula ete a.uu assist 1. ..
WWI Oi na.g,a Lome ogler . ,
reasis *sirs
umas os 1,48.84188.841.a... 4.ar. 
111•11.44.11ms• 1446,..14.1640 • u• .080,
sebulad &sat Yea We. et a •••••
Wed U16.41 Ube 110•1114.ae5t5t,e.
4.101. al LILO esi sins. am • WWII of
aukbUs, or litasilawisel of • mm
vi kerma a d.rss st 5iss awirs
to childless. It was lake& by =wan.
seven Woes; loft in reach of ddidrea
Ii time@ and adminiMered by otatalso
of garnet O.
Arasassia ranks AM with be eneseg
none fatal. It wag takes be Wager
for medicine tea times and lett wtsielsi
the meth at Wide,' Isar Uses.
Three deaths were mused by the me
of lay two as • beverage. Nine death'
were caused by the lira elf Florida wle-
ter an a beverage
•114 taken by miaow pr me*
!eine iv* times, and was takes by elk&
dress eight times, being responsible fee
three deaths. There wore 34 ewes of
ptomaine poisoning. resulting is aims
deaths.
Practioally every known poison en
tars into the 07 cases, and the figures
show soaclusively that -patent" med-
icines, while they are vastly ahead in
L.i
C. Lot tint
UAW.
'a:d-kindest.
; men-had
town to
L le of Chic*
go's le. . en:onable con-
grebL.. heed:4 be was ee
pree...li sa.-1..on and he was
natura,i, a. : •- 3 to put forth the best
*trona of vii..ch he vas capable, net
only in order to man..n but also itis
further his reputauon for brilliancy,
eloqu,nce and ori cialIiy of thought,
he began, th refore. So work on NS
Introductory sermon several weeks 111
advance. But som.now all the topka
be chose failed to -Autry him, and he
dismissed one titer the other as being
either hackneyed, uninteresting. down-
right dui! or untimely. He wasted
something that would tit the hour sad
stir his congregaLion by its fatless.
As the appointed Sunday apprJached
the Rey. terane Suridard grew more
and more nervous, and hi who had
such facility of inventicn and phrase,
to whom a sermon had been as moth
lag at all, now to Ind that a eatiaoa
was every'lltea 113 the world. His
anxiety p .t a stumbling block La the
way of Iva abilities. II he had merely
shoved his anxiety to one side his
quick mind would have found a clear
path-a bit at advice as good as it is
metes. to a man in the °hitches of
worry.
Thineday night found the reverend
geatimaaa la he library of his new
boas* La 'Michigan avenue wretchedly
Iii at ease sad all but on the verge el
baapalz.
From time to time be gazed restless-
ly at his well-sto-ked shelves is the
lope that some boots would help kis
iint et ha quandary. He mem sacs of
Swiss as II inspired. Angered the fat
volumes tad thee sat down &gala.
MOM/to heiself hopelessly.
"A walk i...ght de in. good sad clear
the vapors from my brain," said Ube
miaister to himself. So, gl•Ing over
all turther attempts as useless, le put
ea his bat end coat sad passed out Into
Ike sight.
He walked north along Me:alga&
avenus his hands crossed behind his
back, his brows nu:Imre:1, still this.k-
mg of his Dermal ',spite himself. It
bad cceurrod to him that the sight of
the rolling waters of the lake would
serve as an laspirarion, bat la his al-
sent-miadodness he forgot about the
take altogether and. heedless of where
be west, turned westward.
All umwere of It. the Rev. Hirai
Stoddard, his eyes bent oil the ironed
La search of his elusive sarmoa, toned
Wiesen In the heart of a squalid. pov-
erty-strict,. dIsteliit that preesated •
violent contrast to the neighborhood
eon of which he bad just passed.
If his mind had Mee communed
more with whet was going on outside
it it and less with what was going on
'aside a it, if he had bees more alive
to impressions, the minister might
have asked himself an endless number
ef questions conceraing this contrast,
his causes, its Justifleatkm, its results,
but, as it was, he passed on without
reflecting, his eyes bent on the ground.
his bands crossed 'veiled his back.
A long row of dark, forbidding tee,-
mints loomed up Out of the doorway
of the most ramshackle of these two
men passed and one said to the other.
"Old Latham is moues:lag as pretty
bard. The rent is going up WM
month, and I don't know how I Ma
stand it!"
"I see by the papers.** replied kb
sompanlon. "that Latham has just
made the church a handsome gift
He's got to square the two ends some-
bow, I suppose."
"I suppose so," said the other for-
lornly, "but I wish Rome one would ex-
plain to me bow he justifies himself."
The two men passed out of sight
and earshot. T conversation
skimmed, so to ea-, over the surface
of the listener's preoccupied mind, not
even ruffling it., leaving no impressiou
behind.
Suddenly it dawned on the minis-
ter's attention that it was growing
late and that it was high time to re-
turn, and he retraced his steps, dis-
tressed beyond measure to think how
the valuable minutes were flying and
leaving him without a topic for a ser-
The
be,
gas
the number of times used in the aver- mon.
age boisehold, are far behind whoa it On the way homeward he passed the
comes to poisoning, or injuring those unsightly tenements again. A crowd
who use, or accidentally misuse, them. had gathered around a patrol wagon
-Exchange. that stood in front of the last building
of the row. If the minister had paused
t
larthquakes in China.
Very curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the re
cent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hongkong. Canton and Macao.
The iloagkong Daily Press tells about
them: "The famous dragon whose
privilege it has been to give an ()ses-
sional shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent soar*
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has been raised by the reelassatiou
works. Ooolles are dumping daily
boatloads of sand sad stone on the
poor dragon's bank, sad the boost mob
uratly feels hart."
Preposterous.
Ilhadboiri-I had awe a fumy drum
last sight.
Dtagusa-Wbat molt?
"I dreamed that I embed you for die
money you owed me, and you paid !V-
aldese° Tribune.
Tea Badly °rippled,
Maasspar-How's the now falba*
comingcominggime
Gaptals of the Football Team-01,
anal Met,--011ioasa Joarail . ._.‘
to inquire he might have learnedth a
• night laborer, working at a base-
ment foundation, had been killed, that
he had left a family penniless and
that under the terms of his contract
be had absolved his employers from
all responsibility in case of accident
But in his haste the Rev. Hiram Stod-
dard concluded that the disaster was
the consequence of a drunken brawl
and be walked on, his mind still dis-
traught by his missing sermon.
Finally he reached his house, en-
tered his library, lit his lamp and
plunged into a profound though trou-
bled reverie. Then his eyes happened
to fall on a college catalogue that lay
on his desk and by % subtle process of
association "The Abuse of Athletics in
Our Universals'," suggested Itself as a
topic for his discourse.
"Why didn't I think of that before?"
ancialmed the Rev. Hiram Stoddard,
as he set to work on Ms marabou en-
thisitastleally.-Chleago Daily News.
Precisely.
"What sort of awaits are Um Mee en
biers, proteseor?"
"Purely iwaginart, lay buy."
"lust ilke the one at Penner, 44,161
inntre, allwilae7leitraaL
11•11•1•11111
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W. T. Miller
Selected This
 
 _ 
he and Hisj4reder Have a Large Nevi Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER. 
DU= itnattumuuttiittin
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS 11 ONEST
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLE&
I. COHEN
toll SOUTH SECOND.
..z..======an
INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
 4.......11•1111111•1111••
General insurance Agency
Office 306 Broad way Phones:Otfbce 385-Residence 1696
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated,) 7111
:G EN ER AL'GAR TAGEEBUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FTEIGHT. MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS,
OFFICE SECOND AND MON ROE. BOTH PHONES.
13.1). FITZPATRICK. SUPT
'Cum  Directory Company
Of- LollisVIlle, 1tucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow patrons and the citizens of Pabst* we
have placed copies ot the directories o f the cities named below in the imam
big Register office at 523 &maws y, where the public is invited to
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANIS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES. 
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ATI ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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BUFFALO, N. Y.
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MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CON!:.
NEWARK, N. 3.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
'NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, WAIL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN,
SP'RINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO. 0.
VTICA. IL T.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. T.
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Saturday Morning, November 17, isto6
Ambulance Chasers and Claim Agents.
The Register has been the only ps-
pe: in the Our of Paducah to criti-
cise the bar associations for tolerat-
ing risen in the profession who go
out and solicit business, and also to
condemn in unmeasured terms the
shysters who infest this city. Our
remarks on this question were criti-
cised by the shysters and some of the
other members, but we stall stand pat
on our assertion that the bar asso-
ciations of the country have not the
courage to expel shysters from their
associations, but on the contrary by
suffering those enemies to the welfare
ef a community to remain in their
associations, they simply aid those
deseicable characters to maintain a
semblance of respectability, when it
is the duty of the bar associations to
hold up such men to public scorn and
free them from an association that
should be composed of none but
high toned gentlemen or honest men.
The public is entitled to protection
from notorious shysters and the bar
associations should be the ones to in-
terpose in behalf of the public. There
is one fact that is plainly apparent
and admitted :n this city and that is
seice The Register assellgrellWevil of
ambulance chasers and pointed cut
other reprehcnslae methnds of --Yen
holding licenses to practice law, a
wonderful change for the better has
been manifested in that direction.
Shysters who never hesitated to .get
out and solicit be:shires and be guilty
of the crime of barratry in fomenting
strife have ceased their notorious
conduct, and the bar as a whole is on
better behavior. A well regulated bar
association is a blessing to any com-
munity, but those who have not the
courage to arraign the shysters and
ambulance chasers are a detriment to
not only the city in which they exist
Eat the country as well.
.The welfare of public imperatively
demands that every bar association
should purge itself of all men who
employ questionable means and meth-
ods in the practice of their pro-
fession from the hid-gloved attorney
for the corporations down to the little
fish who take a two-Aollar fee in the
police court If * does not do these
things it is not entitled to the con-
fidence and respect of the public nor
will it receive it.
The late wreck on the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad and the conduct
oi the claim agents and ambulance
chasers moves the Chicago Examiner
to use the plain words quoted below.
The evil of which than newspaper
complains, is one that should be
eradicated. It is an outrage for an in-
.jured and euffering victim to be
harassed by a claim agent for a com-
promise or by the shyster or his run-
ner to devil him into giving the case
to the shyster, and the same can be
said about the bereaved family of one
who meets death by accident. Sortie
months ago The Register suggested
a law that would protect the victim
and his family and the law sug-
gested was to make null and void,
any contract or agreement for a corn-
eromise or settlement, or the em-
ployment of an attorney to bring
suit, if the said contract or agreement
is made within sixty days following
the date of the injury. Such a law
k Would enable the victim or his family
to have sixty days in which to think
over the matter and reach a decision
as to what is best to be done, and
lit would protect many a man from
imposition on the part of the claim
agent and save him from falling into
the hands of unscrupulous attorneys.
Lawyers who go out and solicit busi-
• ness are not above sacrificing a client's
interest, should it be made to the
;shyster's interest to do so.
The Chicago Examiner in discu.ss-
ing the matter says:
The Baltimore & Ohio railroad had
its claim agent in the hospital day be-
fore yesterday trying to make settle-
ments with the unfortunate victims of
the accident.
The average claim agent it equaled
ih ways that are devious only by one
person, and that is the "ambulance
chaser." While the claim agent eot
on the inside and was dealing with
the victims of the accident agents for
lawyers on the outside were trying
to get in to the victims and se-
cure their business.
Persons who are sought by lawyers
of this class are generally badly repre-
sented. They get about to per cent of
the verdict if anything 13 secured and
the lawyer gets the rest.
Chicago is cursed wi th these
harpies. Let a street car accident hap-
pen, for instance. Immediately claim
agents for the company are on hand,
not trying to get accurate statements
of facts, but trying to effect a speedy
settlement 4 a low price.
But it must be said that along with
these claim agents, the agents for the
ewyers are there, too, and beteween
th claim agents for the corporations
and the agent for the shyster lawyer
havesome oi the victims might better
never been born.
Great :awyers have sought to
the evil in their own ranks, btu the
law is looked upon now as a means
of getting rich, and the code of ethics
is less consulted than Coke on Little-
ton
for
eould be worked to death. The farm purchased by the mesons
several years ago has increased al-
most 50 per cent. in value, and the
At t hicagn yesterday Walter Fish- success of the enterprise is assured
cr,. an expert, appeared before the
council committee and made a talk on
municipal ownership of public utili-
ties. An alderman asked where muni-
cipal ownership had proved a success,
and Mr. Fisher replied:
sMay\er Johnson of Cleveland has
demonstrated that it can be made a
success. The electric plant of Spring-
field, Ill., which is owned and oper-
ated by the city is a success, and the
gas system of Indianapolis is .11 suc-
cess."
cure
REPORT
Of the Condition of
NEW BUILDING TRYING TO KILL OFFICERIN1 mut BAN
•••••■••.•••••••
TO BE ERECTED AT OLD
MASON'S HOME NEAR
SHELBYVILLF,.
Present Quarters Are Too Small and
Board of Directors Decide to Put
Up New Building.
WHILE ON THE RUN BANKHKA D SHOT AT OFFICER HURLEY, at Paducah in the State of Kentucky,
WHO QUICKLY PULLED GUN AMID SENT BULLET INTO at the close of business, Nov. 12, 1906.
NECK OR THE DESPERATE DARKY, WHO HAS PENITENTI-
ARY RECORD—OLL,TE CATTLETT, COLORED, SHOT LEVI R004 -1:,;40 Dollars
TRICE, COLORED, TWICE T HIS MORNING AS RESULT OF 1.oans and • mints .. • • $546.9,Ø13
CRAP GAME ARGUMENr--c4L AIBORNE WARREN, COLCIRED, Overdrafts, .,..sared • and
ACCUSED OF SHOOTING AT ELVIN JEFFORDS, WHITE, AT I unsecured 
PALMER-GERGUSON MILL ON THIRD STREET. S. Bonds ... to secure circuiat -
On Thursday the directors eat near getting
014 Mason's Home of Kentucky met this" this morning shortly beim.; one
at Shelbyville and authorized 'the o'clock, when he was shot in the neck
creation of a building, not to 'exceed by Officer Aaron Hurley, while the
nt cost $115,060 on the firm owned negro was trying to kill the police-
and conducted by the Maisiens of the man. The bullet lodged in Bank-
state one mile from the city Of head's head underneath tie scalp, and
Shelbyville. was not taken out by City Physician
In 1895 a movement was inaugur- Bass, as the darky would not permit
attic in the Grand Lodge of Kentucky an operation. He is not hurt very
looking towards the establishment of badly, being able to walk.
a home for the old masons of the Officer Hurley was at Eleventh and
state who were unable to care for Caldwell streets, talking to Conduc-
themselves. Subscriptions were so- tor Val Barrett and Contractor Lum
licited from individual members and ccleman, when along came a bunch
lodges and over $5o0300 were raised. of negroes, one of whose face was
Several years ago a farm consisting very bloody. The officer had onle a
of t66 acres of fine land near Shelby- leer moments before heard some shots
ville was purchased and the home fired several blocks away, and real-
thrown open for the reception of old izing a shooting scrape had occurred,
masons. A dairy was established and started towards the darkies to quiet
stock raising in a small way engaged them. The one with the bloody face
in At this time there are 14 old darteu around he corner and escaped.
masons at the home, the average age Patrolman Hurley began questioning
of whom is 72 years.neThe present the others, when Bankhead walked
quarters are becoming crowded and up and wanted to know whet was the
a new modern buddieg is to be matter. Officer Hurley told him, and
erected with a capacity of caring for Bankhead in a bullying manner vow-
s) old men. The bedding will be ed nothing had occurred in hit
equipped with electric lights, electric Icroed of a shooting nature. Before
bells, water and steam beat, with he walked up the efficer had learned
everything arranged for the comfort 'enough from the others to convince
and convenience of the old men. The him Bankhead was in the scrape, and
institution is maintained by voluntary Officer Hurley told Bankhead he
subscriptions and profits from the thought he was the one who did the
dairy sales and that of the cattle, shooting, and put him eider arrest.
The present herd of much cows Bankhead leaped back id tried to
nninb-zr 38 fine Jerseys, and there is gct his pistol from his I, ,cket, but it
also a drove of twenty-odd promising esught in tbe garment. He turned
heifers. Some of the finest Berkshire amid tried to run, with Ge policeman
disbarred hogs are to be. found on the farm, two I ight after him.
the vecest negroes, came
.en official of the Standard Oil Com-
pany is quilted as saying the company
has no idea of dissolving. No one be-
lieves the company had any such in-
tention. No coriOceratiors time has
fattened on the people for so many
years will not loosen its hold until
cempelled by law
The Louisville police think they
have discovered a, motive for the al-
cged killing of Mrs. Etly, by her bus-
and, John. The police refuse to di-
vulge the motive, but if certain hints
rom Louisville people are true, hang-
ing will be a mild punishment for
the brute.
- - - 
 - • 4.-
Pity poor old John D.! After work-
ing so strenuously since_ 1662, 24
years, he has only earned the insig-
nif:cant sum of $450,39o,443,84. It is
reported that he intends to give the
84 cents out of his meagre means to
some church or charity organization.
-
Germsn Immigrants.
The present rate of increase of the
population in the German empire is
about a millOn souls a year and the
population per square mile is about
as dense as comfortable living will
permit. Germany, therefore, will have
in the future many more of her sturdy
emigrants to go forth into other parts
of the world as they have gone in the
past. There are no German colonies
likely tc attract immigration. Those
c•f South and Eastern Africa are lack-
ing in salubrity of climate and fertil-
ity of land. Many Germans have gone
to the southern portions of Brazil
and other parts of South America, but
they doobtless prefer the United
States to any other country outside of
the fatherland. A proper effort can
bring them to the. Southern states,
and no other immeeration the South
could secure would be morer prefer-
red.—Ex.
—The 7, C pay car was here yester-
day and paid off all the employes who
were down in the city last night doing
their shopping, the retail stores keep-
ing open for them.
--ere
The directors present at the meet-
ing Thursday were Judge H. R.
French of aft. Seerling, Judge John
W Ramsay of Owingsville, Judge E.
B. Beard of Shelbyville, Frank H.
Jchnsen of Louisville and James E
Wilhelm. of this city; The ex-officio
members being Grand Master S. K.
'each of Carlisle. Grand Junior
Warden John 11 Cowles. (h. .mbers in the dark'.- pistol, which
Treasurer John Leathers, and further confirms the belief that he
Grand Secretary Grant of was. in the shooting nee-urring several
Louisville. After the matter of an blocks from when thc gang met the
\policeman Rankle ..•1'. gun was a 32additional building was discussed a
sub-committee was appointed to take and' Mre ifutfeY'a a 3Mca,hbre.
charge of the work and erect the Lankhrall is a had negro, having
dcne tins.. in ti'• wit, vinery once forbuilding, which is to be completed by
October 19,7, and dedicated by the  robbing J. . S • iihs wholesale groc-
masone at the next seseion the
It every lawyer was
Van Bulkhead, one of Paducah's o'clock Levi Trice, colored, was shot
twice by another dicky named 011ie
Cattlett, as result of an argument over
a crap game in a house in the alley
running through the block bounded by
Ninth, Tenth. Washington and Clark
streets. Catlett. was wrested by Of-
ficers Hill and Woody, while Trice
was allowed to go after his Injuries
were dressed by City Physician Bass.
Several darkies were in a carp
game, and Cattlett claimed that Trice
robbed him of fifty cents. They
got into an argument over it, when
Cattlett pulled his gun and com-
rienced blazing away at Trice who
'ea% standing at close range. One
bullet went through Trice's left arm
at the muscle, while the other went
through the fleshy part of the left
thigh.
Officers Hill and, Woods rushed
over, hearing the reports, and quickly
had Cattlett bagged, while Trice came
cm down to headquarters, where the
city physician dressed his injuries
soliciting business the lawyers left of which were awarded the blue rib- Barechead got out gun, and
bon at the late fair held at Lexington. while on the run fired (slice at Police-
man Hurley, but mine 1 and the of-
fic.r quickly jerked or his revolver
are; blazed away at t s negro, the
Witt catching Ban4he.,1 in the neck.
and swerving under th • skin lodged
beneath his scalp. Baekbead fell as
if dead, buf quickly r.
-covered from
the shock and arose.
He was then brougle to the hall
and locked up, as was oni Jones, an-
other of the crowd.
Bankhead fired only "nee at the po-
I nail, but there we e two empty
grand lodge which occurs at that
time.
•-••••••••
QUAIL BAGGED.
Messrs. Thompson and Bryant Killed
Eighty-Five on Their Trip.
Messrs. Henry G. Thompsou and
Lex Bryant returned last evening
from near Kevil where they spent the
day hunting for quail. They bagged
85 of the birds and reported that the
fields were pretty well fielled with
them. Many hunters are down in
that portion of the country shooting
he birds.
OFF FOR GAME
Paducah Football Team Left This
Moraing for liopleinsyille.
This morning at 1:411 o'clock the
football team of the High school left
for Hpkinsville, where this after-
noon the players meet the school dab
of that city in a game of football. The
Paducah boys were accompanied vy
Professor Payne and Professor
Shrieves. The party, expects to get
back tonight on the 3:45 o'clock train.
PROTECT HORSES.
Humane Officer Sanders Issued Or-
ders to This Effect.
Humane Officer Tom Sanders has
issued an order coilmelMg the own-
ers of hack horses to keep their ani-
mals covered with blankets while the
beasts are left standlng for hours up-
on the streets at night. An-
other thing the officer wants to weed
out is the habit of hackmen working
their horses sometimes 24
day.
HOTEL DANCE.
Guests of Hotel Craig Spent Many
Happy Hours Upon the Floor.
The guests of Hotel Craig last ev-
ening enjoyed another of the series
of charming dances given upon the
seacious dining hall floor of that
popular hostelry'. Many ,k-ere there
‘%11.1ing :11V3-y several happy hours,
cry on .-tls Second.
Levi Triat Son
- morning shortly after te
NEWS IN BRIEF.
I --The gold-fish in the courthouse
ijard fountain bagin were yesterdiewMrs
taken out to be cared for during the . way
'winter season at Bronson'a florist 1 Mr James jackenn of Hot Springs.
house. i.Ark.. arrived yesterday to visit his
'parent.. Mr. and Mrs. George Jack-
Word ycsicrday from St. Louis son of North sixth street
wag to the effect that Mr. Eli Roe Undertaker Fred Roth returned
had died and was bu-•ed the day be- yesterday from Smithland where he
fore. 'He was the Leber of Mrs. el. Iiimerintended the funerals of Captain
J. Frnendlich, who was last week limb and Lawyer Hodge.
called to his bedside from this city i Mr. Wade Sowell is here from the
where she was visitiay Mrs. L. R. iSonth attending the bedside of his
Ragan of 1237 Trimble street. sick mother.
This mbrning shortly after 1 o'clockl Mrs. J. M. Walton yesterday "-
thunder and rain storm broke loose, turned from visiting in Water Valley,
Ky.
I Miss Pauline Purcell of Lexington,
Ky., returned home yesterday 'after
visiting Mrs Charles, W. Thompson
of North Sixth street.
1 Dr. W. *C. Eubanks has returned
from a trip through Eastern Ken-
tucky.
1 Judge Joseph Robins. of Mayfield.
was in the city yesterday
Shooting at MI Plant
Claiborne Wlerren, colored, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers Dugan
and Singery on the charge of shoot-
ing at Elvin Jeffords, a white boy
Two warrants were gotten out against
the colored man, one accusing hirn of
shooting at the white lad, and the
other charging Warren with carrytng
concealed weapon.. The negro was
released upon Alderman Earl Palmer
going on his bond, guaranteeing the
appearance of the darky before Judge
Cross in the police court this Morning
Souse boys were throwing rocks
in the Palmer-Ferguson mill yards
on South Third street where the
negro and boy works, and the whites
claim the darky shot at the Jefforila
lad. %%bile Warren _contends he only
re red ii to the air to scare the lad.
a
the downpour being terrific Jer some
moments, when it slacked intg a slow
rain.
—Patrolman Edward Alexami
seas sick last night and unable to be
on his beat
—Mr. Julius Butze and wife have
fine new boy baby at their home
on South Third.
—Many owners of fine bird dogs
are reporting to the police that
thieves are stealing them. Some have
been recovered and others still are
wissing .
—Some months ago G. M. Jettison
worked for Jewele4J. A. Konetzka 'of
315 Broadway, this city, and after-
wards left, .It is claimed he stole, .1
watch from his employer, and also one
from Dr. W. 0. Broadway of Eleven-
th and Jackson streets. Now word
comes from East St. Louis that
Johnson was arrested there and car-
rled back to Jackson, Tenn.. on the
charge of kidnapping the wife and
two children of B L. Pope ef neer
Jackson.
First Presbyterian.
Rev Warren Stuart of Richmond,
Va., will preach tomorrow morning
and evening at the First Presbyterian
rhutch. He is in the city, together
with his parents, Rev. David T.
Stuart, at Hetet Craig
+ + + + + se •
•
PERSONAL MENTION. •
*
• • * f • • • + + * * •
Messrs. Joseph Grogan, Gas Ed-
eard Moses Starr of this city tind
Mr. Rickman of /fatigued. Tenn..
leave today for Bayou Mills, to be
gone several days on 3 !meting expe-
dition.
Editor James R. Lemon of hlaytield
is in the city on bus nee*
Colonel harry C Rhodes ie expect-
ed hme today from a ten days' trip
tn %A York and other Eastern mark.
C.'
Messrs Thomas Sander. and Fred
and Henry Rudy returned last night
freer a hUnt down in ,Ballard county.
Mr. W. C. Ellis has gone to SAW&
land for a few ila)-s, and returning, ex-
pects to leave shortly for Ashville.
North Carolina.
Mrs. Henry Burnett of Louisville
returned home sesterday after visiting
ateacrie Burnett of West Broad.
Hon. John K. Hendrick and wife
and others returned yesterday from
Smithland where they attended the,
funeral of Captain J. W. Bush and
Attorney J. C. Hodge.
Mrs. H. WI Pleasant and 'daughter
of South Eleventh have returned from
Minn, Tenn.,
Mrs. Jack MicCandless went to
Memphis last night.
; Miss Susie Thompson of West
Broadway has returned from attend-
ing the wedding of a friend in Clarks-
dale, Miss.
Messrs. M. P. and T. H. Molloy of
00#
1S#
15#
• dor Lemons 
3 lb Fancy country Dried
Fancy Layer Pigs, lb  
Mixed Nuts, per lb 
7 bars Swift's Pride Soap 
1-2 barrel Pansy Flour
• glasses Fresh Horseradish
Fancy Holland Cabbage, lb
6 roc cans Potted or Deviled
for...
7 sc cans Potted or Deviled 'Ham
for .. 20e
• cakes Fancy Toilet Soap 25*
olla can Manson Asparagus Tips25e
2 1-2 lb can Manson Asparague Tips
per can 30e
3 lbs Home Grown Pecans . . goe
Pk. Wine Sap Apples 200 e••
2 25*1-2 pts Ferndell Catsup 
20e3 3-lb cans Baked germs
10*3 !sib cans Baked Beans 
3 zoc bats. Worchester Sauce  2ce
; sand Honey Dew Extra S:fted
3
3
2
Peas 
2 cans Peas, 2 cans Corn  2
matoes . • •
15c Cans Corn 
pkgs Quaker Roll Oats 
bout. Pepper Sauce
• • 254"e
cans To-
500
25*
25*
Eddyville, are in the 'city on business, 
 15*
Messrs. Charles Rose and F. G. 
 25*
Temple of Springfield, Ill., are here 2 pkgs Rose of Sharon Mecaronil5e
,visiting the former's sister, Mrs.
2 pkga Pose of Sharon Seaghettil5es,iJernes P. Smith of Fifth and Wash-
'MS   1-4 Oil Sardine4 15(14
2 cans Imported Sardines 25*
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Bonds, securities etc. ...
Basking house, furniture,
and fixtures . ,
Due from Natneiel Lank,
(not reserve agent'.)
Due from approeed reeerve
agents . 67.089-07,
Checks and other cash
items
Notes of other National
Banks 12,000.00-
Fractional paper currency,
nickles, and cents 
Lawful reserves in bank,
viz.
Specie 
 20,000
Legal-tender notes ..7,coo e7e.roo.oy-
Redemption fund with U.
S. Treasurer (5 per cent
of circulation)
1 1
2415 73
Total
65,00a00
1.2%37\ 4
I 5,000.00
24.500 00
41.315•20. •
.ha50.00,
813.318 8,
Liabilities Dollars.
Coaital stock paid in .. • $100.000 oto
Surplus fund 
 ; oci000.ots
Undivided profits, less
penses and taxes paid  40.7eStop
National 'Bank notes out-
standing •  64.4on.cas
Dive to other National
Banks .  
Doe to State Banks and
Bankers 
Individual deposits sub-
ject to check. 
Time certificates of de-
emit. . '  itiko7S 53
If e served for taxes
Toted 
State of Kentucky,
Crackvn. ss:
'.... !cocoons
St 3,31&85
County of Mc-
I, T. ,A. Raker, cashier of the ebov•
named bank, do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to rbe
I. pt of my knewledge and belief.
T A HAMM. Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me
the 16th day of Nos- tgo6
EMMET RAGBY, Nntary Public
McCracken County. Ky.
My commission expires Jan need,
Ccrrect--Attest.
KOUT L. REEVES.
GEO. LANGSTA Fr,
SAM. I. LEVY,
Directors.
LOUIS
LARK'S\
I.. SPECIALS...
6
•
Saturday, Nov 17
en-
7.689-65
•
.11.70
•
4•6•de
1.129•119
177•77541
New N. 0. Molasses. gal 
24-lb bag Omega Flom' 
Pk, Irish Potatoes 
Alsolm2i#
15*
20*
25*
$275
15*
1*
411sa
350
4
cans Thistle Peas 
.4
3 cans French Peas 50e
3 
I Mrs Kitchen is at the Craig Annex 
cans French Mushrooms .. 504t
siving vibrator' massage, fete, scalp Red Onions, pk 
end bust; all blemishes removed; pro- 3 pkgs Arbuckle Coffee
ingtnn streets.
To Ladies Only.
. 50e
ficient and reliable. Old 'phone tee. 2 glasses Strained Honey . 150.
4
b.
4
'
iii
• 4
/ 4
•
b.-
r,
6.
13
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as
v.
0
••1111-
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•
•
•
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IS
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•
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BIG1JUDGMENT IN H. A. WHY NOT USE IEBIGHT CHARGED WITH
ROSE ESTATE LITIGATION BROADSWORDS? ASSASSINATING UNCLE
WESTERN NATIONAL BANK GETS THE ENTIRE /Mei DERIV-
ED FROM THE POLICY MR. ROSE CARRIED IN THE NA-
TIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. AND DEDUCTING
THE AMOUNT OF THE POLICY LEAVES AN UNPAID
JUDGMENT AGAINST THE ESTATE IN FAVOR OF THE BANK
O lit7,236.14—KE1TUCKY MILL AND LUMBER COMPANY IS
GIVEN JUDGMENT FOR Sa4.803.50 AGAINST THE ESTATE,
WHICH RIGLESBERGER BROTHERS GOT 'DECISIONS FOR
811,3sIssg—.DIV/DIMPID r LITTLE OVER TEN PER. FEMT WAR
DECLARED.
A big iimignsent was entered tip
yesterday by Judge Reed in the cir-
cuit court in the litigation that looks
to winding up the estate of the late
Herbert A Rose, the lumber man
during life.
The judge gave the estate judgment
Um $7,661 against the ,Nlationg Life
• Int-mance Company, this judgment to
satisfy the claim the estate has
agdinst the company for $to,000 life
.insurance policy Rose carried in the
\,.iicern during life. The policy was
payable in twenty year install-
ments, and deducting some features it
totals the $7,66:. The court then or-
dered Felix G. Rudolph, the admin-
istrator of Rose's estate to pay the
*gib: derived from the insurance pol.
icy. over to the Westren National
Bent( of Louisville. 'which financial
concern had a lien on' the policy that
Ruse hypothecated to the bank when
he borrowed $ao,os6.4o. The court
then gave judgment to the We'reø
bank against the Rose estate for $24;-
1197.14, which includes the BoaosS..so
S.. Isbt *sewed by the policy, aid
$4.870.74 that is not secured. 'Deduct-
ing the policy amount turned over Se
the bank. a balance of S1e.216.14 Is the
beak judgment against Itcree, and
, which balance "hares in the distribu
tion of the Rose estate, Neal wit*
other creditors. Judge Reed then
gave judgment in favor of the Ken-
tucky Mill and Lumber Company for
$24.805.50 against Rose's estate, the
latter owing that sum to the mill firm
of which he was president until a
short while before death. About forty
other judgments were then given
against the estate, they ranging from
IS up to $Soo, except several larger
ones, which are Globe Bank and Trust
Company $958; J. W. RMIesberger
and Brothers, three separate judg-i
ments totalling $8,318.29; The Con-
necticut Mutual Life Insurance Com-
4,996-45-
•Administrator Rudolph was then
allowed $S80.92, which is five per
cent of the amount of the estate com-
ing into his hands, $17,61846. The
long judgment then wound up by
directing Administrator Rudolph to
pay to the creditors a dividend equal
to to 3-10 per cent of their total ac-
counts. Atter all the cost of litiga-
tion and other fees are deducted,
about $7,3oe is kit in the estate to be
dittributed betweep the creditors.
Esery firm proving its debt was given
a judgment for the full amount, but
can get no more than the percentags
the estate's value bears to the whole
amonnt of indebtedness against Rose.
--WILSON SUIT LOSES
IN APPELLATE COURT
FORMER UNDERTAKER WAS K ILLED SHORTLY AFTER START-
ING TO WORK AS SWITCHM AN IN THE LOCAL ILLINOIS
CENTRAL YARDS, AND TH E ESTATE LOSES THE SUIT
FILED FOR DAMAGES ON ACCOUNT OF THE DEATH,—
PROPERTY ORDERED SOL D TO SATISFY BOND OF PERRY
BRYAN1\ WHO SKIPPED 0 UT—NATIONAL, BANK OF ST.
LOUIS GIVEN JUDGMENT AGAINST JOHN G. RE.HKOPF
AND OSCAR B. STARES FO R $73,--OTHER BUSINESS OF
JUDGE REED'S COURT YES TERDAY
The appellate oourt mandate was
bled yesterday in the circuit court.
aud in which document the higher
tribunal affair= the decision of the
local court which foukd in favor of
the defendant in the litigation of
ing concern.
There was tiled a copy of the quart-
erly court judgment wherein B. E
Whitmer had gotten judgment for
sus against The General Assembly
of the American Benevolent Associa
Joe Ceiling was giSen a divorce
from his wife Eulah Collins.
/taster Commissioner Reed lodged
a deed trithsferring Jefferson street
property to Willie Weeks in the ex
parte snit of Willie Weeks.
PThlntit inovali for the court to
have the master _commissioner pay
certain monies ever to plaintiff in the
snit of Summer. vs. Peck. Defendant
was then given until Tuesday in which
to amend his answer.
Continuance* were given in the
suits of Matlock vs. Matlock, and
Hamby vs. Hughes, while there wasClifford Wilson's estate against the
Illinois Central railroad and Engiaecr
DeLeon/3.
Clifford. Wilson v.as employed as a
switchman in the locs1 yards of the
railroad, and one day was caught b.-
tween some cars and killed. He was
coAnected with did 111061 & Efiaget
nndertaking establishment for a num-
ber of years before taking to rail-
roading, getting killed only a few
weeks after entering the yard service
here. His estate file& suit against the
railroad, and made DeLoach a co-
defendant, the latter having charge
of the engine, whicit was pushing the
string of cars that kitfed Wilson. The
jury in the Paducah circuit court de-
cided in favor of the railroad, and the
.estate carried the matter then to the I
Vlaholeas conducted his branch 
fectionery until last, winter. The
con-
appellate bench, which now decides 1
for the railroad also, sending down ibunk sued Viall°1eas 
for money
the mandate to that olaimed due on a note.effect. • . ,
Judge Reed yesterday ordered The conrt permitted D. N. Black
-
property sold to satisfy the 
r$20o well and others to take the deposi-
:bond 01 Perry Bryant; Bryant was fill" of amtinther of people around
ago !si
caught one night several years Lexington. Tenn. and other place 
:coming out of wanocincire4 clothing , far use here in thc criminal *fr 
and
which had been broken into, ling coming up in December,
He was %nested by Detective Moore I which charges Blackwell and 
others
and locked up on the charge of burg- 1 with v/orking a "green goods" gamegiv.. . on two brothers living near UnionJary. He secured his release on
lag Charles Emery and others as his {City, Tenn. The transaction is
charged wth having occurred at thebondsmen. Bryant then skipped out I
and judgment for the Saco was St. Nicholas hotel on South Third,given
.against Emery and others, but they
wever paid it. Bryant had given a
mortgage .on his property to Lewyer
Bradshaw to ituarantee the lawyer's
Bewsre of the ehronic hand-shaker:fee charged te defend Bryant. Brad-
shaw afterwards transferred the mort- he is ant to, develop into a leg-puller
gage to the commonwealth. and now later.
the property is ordered sold, the '
money derived therefrom+ to be taken ILLINOIS CENTRAL
by the commonwealth to pay the $2oo
bond and other costs. The property
is located on Elizabeth street. ...................
Assignee John Rock of the stilt St. Louis, Mo.—Deep-water coa-11
winding up the Paducah Towiug COM-. ve.oton Dites of sale, Nov. I andl
pany's business filed a document 44. :isS; limi:, Nov. tR. 1.9)6 Round;
,showing there had been lodged witif trip rate, $7.0.
thim $514 more claims against the tow- Medi° City, Mex—American Pub-
lie ,Health association Dates of sale.
Nor. 22 to 28, 1906. in th/g1Te: retTirn
limit .60 days from date of sale. Stop-
overs _going and returning at po:nts
as are authorized on winter teurist
tickets. ' Round trip rate $52.
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. .:8
to 21, 1906,. inclusive; return 177.:iit
Nov. aft irgiW. By depositing ticket
and paying fee of $t an extension may
be had to Dee. tfl, twig /amend trip
rate $1410. 
-
stricken from the docket the litigation
of New comb v. Newcomb
Judgment for S;57 was given
against Oscar R. Swiss and John G.
Rehkopf in the suit ot the National
Sank of Commerce of St. Louis, Me ,
ogainet the E. Relikopf Saddlery corn-
pany
, There was ordered reinstated on the
de,ckel the action of the Mechanics
end F2T11111121' Saving Bank against
James Vlaholeas, Constable A. C
Shelton was then directed to account
for moneys pasting through his hands
as result of the sales he conducted
under distress warrant gotten out'
against Vlaholeas by the owners of
the building 404 Broadway, where
%%here the brothers claim Blackwell
and partners swindled them out of
about Mo.
EXCURSION BULLETIN
ilebscsibe for the Register.
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THERE WOULD BE 4M0fiE
BLOOD, AND PLEASE THE
CROWD.
Another Prizefighter, Ms Ward,
Meets Death in Ring at
fleaud Rapids.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. t6.—An-
other titagerfy of the prize ring was
recorded here this morning when
Mike Ward, of Sarnia, Can., died from
the effects of being knocked out by
Harry Lewis, of Philadelphia, in the
ninth round of their fight last night.
Ward died from cerebral hemor-
rhage, according to the physicians
who attended hint, and a post-mortem
will be held today to absolutely deter-
mine the cause of death. Excepting a
very brief period of consciousness
shortly after he was knocked out,
Ward was unconscious until his
death. Four physicians worked over
h:m throughout the night, and priests
v.sre in the room ready to administer
the last rites of the church.
Harry Lewis, Referee Ed Ryan, of
Detroit, and Frank O'Brien Lewis'
trainer, were placed under arrest last
night when it became apparent that
Ward was 'in a grave condition, and
are being held by the police. Other
arre sts and prosecutions are antici-
pated in connection with the fight
Blow or Fall Killed Him.
Lewis and his friends assert that it
was not the knockout Is!ow which
coesed Ward's death, but the heavy
fall to the floor that followed it.
They claim that the floor was not Alf-
ficiently padded. Others assert that
t'ie terrific final blow received by
Ward caused his collapse and death.
He had just risen, from the floor, af-
ter taking the count of nine sec-
onds, followed by a hard swing on
GRAND JURY YESTERDAY AT MURRAY BROUGHT IN INDICT-
MENT ACCUSING YOUNG FELLOW OF THIS HEINOUS
CRIME WHICH SHOCKED C ALLOWAY COUNTY WHEN IT
WAS COMMITTED SOME WE EKS AGO—MARSHAL HOLLAND
OF MURRAY CAPTURED AN D BROUGHT BACK TO THIS
CITY, TOM BRUCE, TIM PICTURE ENLARGER, WHO IS
• ACCUSED CAP' STZALISIG COIRLISS HODGE'S HORSE AND
BOXY SEVERAL MIMI S AGO.
1 Yesterday ssruarning at Murray the
jentng le,ileivr, Knight was indicted litY
the Icircnik,court grand jury ..on tke
istultite of. beirig ;the one who assess-
leatcd lea cultic., Knight is. is
where lac.Itas been confined ,for poem
weeks.
The uncle was driving along a lone-
ly country road down in the iural dis-
tricts one day, when he was shot
Suspicion pointed to the nephew, who
was arrested and is, now indicted. He
will probably be given trial during the
term f court.
Bruce Captured,
,Fortner Detective T. J. Moore re-
turned yesterday at noon from Mur-
ray, and reported that the night be-
fore City Marshal Holland of that
city brought Torn Bruce back from
Memphis by the N., C. & St L. rail-
road, not coming through Paducah
with his man over the I. C. Bruce is
charged with stealing a horse add
buggy from Corliss Hodges of near
Murray about three months ago.
Bruce was found Thursday aa miies
from Memphis with the Hod-ge hors*
and buggy and another animal, the
two being hitched double to the
vehicle.
Brace is in the picture enlarging
beiSness and during summer was tak-
ing orders around Murray. It is
claimed he stole the Hodges rig front
the stable ard has sisce been driv.•1„!
overland through \Vest Kentucks
and West Tennessee. continuing his
avocation. At Gales, Tenn., since the
theft, he hurriedly we»ed and married
a Miss Green, who -companted him
on his trips. Marsh, ! Holland heard
that Bruce was down shout Memphili
and going there, arre :ed him Thurs-
day. The horse an! buggy were
shipped back by boat to Hicknaan,
from whence it will be driven acroas
country to Murray.
I Bruce was locked up at Murray, but
hts wife 4id not accompany him back,
remaining in Memphis. Hodges
had been married only a few weeks
himself. whes the outfit was stolen.
Sees Arecplanes ,Daughters of
For Us All, Confederacy
SANTOS DUMONT SAYS FLY. ANNUAL CONVENTION CALL-
ING MACHINES WILL RE- ED TO ORDER AT GULF-
PLACE BICYCLES. PORT, MISS.
•
his jaw. Lewis ,swung again to his Paris, Nov. 16.—Santos-Dumont.jaw, and Ward dropped to the floor 
'since the successful flight of his aero-
plane, "The Bird of Prey," talks en-
thusiastically of the early approach
of the day when all mankind will be
navigating the air and w hen flying
machines will be more common than
James and Andy Ward. the dead automobiles. Indeed. he thinks thatIssxer'. brothers, accompanied him tolls, itg machine will eventually be -
the hospital and spent the night atf come the "poor man's" automobile,bedside. be safer, faster and cheaper.
The fight.was one of the most hard In an interView he said: "The ma-
fought ever known. It was a slapbanes chinel am experimenting with is very
affair from start to finials, with Lewis._ large having a surface of eightyhaving a shade all the way, although sqoar, metess, bat the practical aero-Ward was strong in the fifth round Other which will be for the air what
and had a bit the best, of it. Lewis the democratic bicycle is for the earth.
started with a rush in the sixth, and
from then until the fatal blow will bs much smaller. With ordinarywas
struck he had the right o. Is 
th round Ward was in danger once 
flying n.achines it is necessary to in-
wo tbe
crease the size in elder to increase
t
and again in the seventh—only his he power.
lidding saved him. In the eighth "With the aeroplane, on the coo--
right to the jaw jarred him and he 
desperately, refusing 
a
"Withtrary, speed will be increased in direct
held on to eroportion to the diminnt ion of the re-
break, Lewis tried hard for a knock- sictsulce suieface. My present aero-
out, but the Canadian would hang on plane was intentionally built large to
in every clinch, even holding Lewis' overcome the main obstacles as to
glove and refusing to let go. He principles. But with increased power.
came out apparently fresh in the i.-hich means speed, the s ze can be re-
ninth round, but Lewis had him
ganged. He started to force the
fighting from the bell, and after one
and a half minutes of fighting he
slammed a right to the jaw that sent
Ward through the ropes-. Ward stayed
down for the count. He came up
&zed and with calm precision Lewis
chcpped him with his left and Ward
went to the mat as though shot.
Referee Ryan tolled off the seconds
that gave the fight to Lewis.
ward lay helpless where he bid
fallen. His seconds rushed into the
ring and carried the unconscious
fighter to his corner. For twenty min-
utes they worked before there was
any sign of life. Then %ard re-
vived slightlY, but only enough to
show that he was suffering intensely.
He was taken at once to the hos-
p..tzi, where physicians, after an ex-
am:nation. said he could not recover.
and was unconscious when the count
oi tea was finished. Physicians were
called, but he relapsed again into a
comatose condition ssil wss taken to
the hospital where hed •
&iced.
"At the same time increased speed
adds to the safety, as a powerful mo-
tor is more easily manipulated. We
can, therefore, look forward to a prac-
tical aeroplane that ean be comfor-
table housed in every home. From
the standpoint of maintenance the
cost both of petroleum and repairs,
the aeroplane will be much less expen-
sive than the automobile car. There
will be no expensive tires to burst
and no bad roads to pots them to pee.
es. There will be no collisions. Next
year people will be able to go to the
sea shore on their aeroplanes. It will
become the fad and the commence-
ment of a new industry."
"What of the danger?"
"The only danger would be the risk
of a broken rudder, and I cannot see
that a rudder could break itself. The
aeroplane is immobility itself. The
swerving that made me descend on
—Lieutenant Reed ,of the main October 23 can be easily rectified
army recruiting office at Evansville, by a second rudder to counteract any
returned to that city yesterday, after tendency in that direction. The prac-
having come here and sworn into the tical difliculty, while the matter re-
crvice Sergeant Blake's enlistments mains in the experimental stage.
at the local office, of Lyman Wilson, would, of course, be how to control
this city, Ray Morris of Murray, and the supplementary rudders while the
Roscoe Armstrong of Lola, Ky. The hands are otherwise engaged.
recruits left last night for Jefferson I "My intention is to attach the yoke
Barrlsks, St. Louis. to he assigned r•mes to my neck and mantain the
infantry service. by' the instinctive move-
-Miss Henri Alcott has been ment of the head Later this primi-
elected president for this year for the tive, arrangement will he replaced by
senior class of the high school de- automatic mercurial apparatus.
partment. "When the automobile was first in-
Mobile, Ala., Nov. r6.—The annual
convention of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy was called to or-
eer at Gu.lfport, Miss., with delegates
preseni from nearly every state in the
union. Mrs. Helen D. Bell, president
of the Mississippi dfv:sion, Gov. Jas.
K. Vardaman, Gen. Robert Lowery,
conunander of the Mississippi Con-
federate Vsterans, Wl C. Wells. cotn-
,mander of the United Sons of- Con-
federate Veterans. and Mrs. I.izzie
George Henderson, president-general.
,delivered addresses of welcome. The
response was delivered by Mrs. D. A.
S Vaught, prsident of the Louisiana
division.
I An important question to be dis-
cussed is sthe erection of a moan-
,ment for faithful slaves. The conven-
tion will be in session two days.
I The Jefferson Davis Monument As-
lasoiston, which is represented by
one de:egate from every state in the
union, wound up its affairs this morn-
ing These wert in connection with
the raising of a fund for the monu-
ment to the president of the C
eracy. which- is to be unveiled in
Richmond, Va., at the next reunion.
This association was instrumental in
raising something like $73,000 for the
purpose
1
Goes to Mrs. Dowie.
Chicago. Nov 16,—Judge Landis
yesterday in the federal court direct-
ed the entry of an order by virtue of
which Mrs. Jane Dovrie is granted
the Mac d'aui property on White
Lake. Mich. This property was pur-
chaser: by John Alexander Dowie
when he was at the head of Zion
church. In return Mrs. Dbwie relin-
quished all claim to property in Zion
City ane turns over the stock held by
her in the Zion City lace factory to
Overseer Voliva. now the head of the
Church of Zion.
Trains of thegight have many head-
on collisions
•
trotinced the man in the street treated
those who had the temerity to oper-
ate them as -madmen, never anticipat-
ing the day when the fashionable thor-
oughfares of every big city would be
crowdad with automobiles filled with
nnrses and children. Men will drive
aeroplanes as they now drive automo-
biles. There will be a short appren-
ticeshp. hilt' they can be passed oil • Free Dirt.
terra Esma. In brief the day is riot Parties wanting earth may ha--
far distant when the aeroplane. as a vane by hauling it away.
means of locomotion, will replace in THOS. BRIDGES & SON.
the air the bicycle on the earth." Contractors.
Now is the time to get a bottle of
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skio soft, smooth
and white. Removes all. blernights
caused by the cold wines.
Delightful to use after shaving.
2s;!:
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG neat.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Ste.
RIVER NEWS
•••••••=,
Cairo 12.0, standing.
Chattanooga, 4.1. rising.
Cincinnati, 8.2,
Evansville, 6.2, falling.
Florence, 1.8, falling.
Johnsonville, 3.6. standing.
Louisville, 3:7, falling.
Mt. Carmel, i.o, standing.
Nashville, 8.o, standing.
Pittsburg, 4.5, falling.
Davis Island Dam—lasting.
St. Louis, 8.4, "tending.
Mt. Vernon, 5.5, falline
Padatah, 54, falling.
Burnside, o4, standing.
Carthage, 2,2, falling.
Captain L. E. Patton of Memphi.s.
yesterday while here bought the
steamer Kit Carson, that will today
be pulled out on the dry docks for
general repairs to be made before the
craft is taken to Memphis to run out
of there for the new owner. Captain
Peck, as agent for the old owners,
negotiated the deal with Captain Pat;
tun.
Captain George F. Jones of the
steamer Clifton returned yesterday.
from Pittobing.
The I. N. Hook has gone to Cairo
with a tie tow to be unloaded, while
the Wilford Ss preparing for a trip
to the Tennesseee river.
Captain M. H. Campbell has re-
turned from Florida where he has
been steamboating on the Miami river
where his-two sons remained, while
he resumes his home here
Th s afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky gets sout Lor the
Tennessee river, where she remains
trrtil next Thursday night.
The Joe Fowler yesterday went to,
Evansville, returns tomorrow, and
lays until to o'clock Monday morn-
ing before skipping out on her re-
turn that way.
I The John S. Hopkins comes in to-day fiorn Evansville and gets out mi-
vied on her return that way.
I This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
.1c. o'clock.
The Dudley leaves Nashville today,
i geta‘ litre tomorrow, lies until noon
'Monday before departtng for Clarks-
sine
The City of Saltillo leaves St. Loafs
this afternoon and gets here Monday
morning on her way to the Tennes-
see river.
i The Georgia Lee is due here to-
night or tomorrow hound from Mem-
ph's- to Cincinnati.
I
iTo Taxpayers:
I You are hereby respectfully notified
i thrlt the last half of your City Tax
I Bill is now due.This friendly reminder Is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and may
stoic you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
1 You are cordially -invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
convenience, that you may avoid the
crowd and delay of the last days. 4
Yours very truly,
JOH/4 J. DORIAN.
• City Treasurer'
MEMORY IS MONEY
Now is the time for you to:fill. youi ("al holse. Lump 12c, Nutl 1 c
Kentucky ana Minois Coal
Also dealer ir LIMEL'anc :CEMENT_ :Agent hi Whitehall and
Agatii; Cement. "KING OF CEMENT'
ft M Cunningham,
- . Thi-teenth and Adams trDetPhones: Ok 960, New 245 . 
•••
•
l•
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rconirnend the usc 
of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lipa ;
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
neat; Heals, softens smoothes. I
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin.
•
J. IL DenhcnIaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Ifiret
Because it irons smothly, net
rough
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
t_nt injury
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
hump" so often seen is miss-
rig.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
'ending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
i hone son
•
NOTICE
ilidest Prices Paid for Second-Haail
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everytruag.
soll-sso Court Street. uid Plume
2316A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION
0 IVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYER.S
101 HCES: Benton, Ky., rear jouil
Marshall County: Paducah, Ky
Room Hs Fraternity Building
Mew 'Phase its. Old 'Rises 4114
NOW IS THE 1 IME
THIS IS l'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
20 nnROUND TRIP Frome UU LOUISVILLE To
Tampa, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA.
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Rite
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates ow
November 6th and aoth to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
etop-overs in each direction and goad
returning within thirty days.
For Illustrated literature and com-
plete Information call on or address.
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent. 234 Fourth Street.
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Huniferford, District 
Passen-
ger Agent 234 Fourth street.
Louisville, Ky.
j• G. BEAM. Tr.. Assist2nt General
• •• • et t „eel. Mn.
Derr: vz, the Register
THE NEW AND E:".AEGEO E.171011 OF
WEBSTER'S 1 ITEM-1194-i
DIU ;NARY
isceisin 'Vocable. y. it ti t la moat t LA.,
lot III lifIl.) LI: It.1 t ,, Nits, ju•ittiouttly ',e-
lected to exclude • orruptions. of get%1
nurzeii 
In
 
and to II V t). 1 untutelluribt
.
o tech-
1 
Excels Arreng: -neat. Lech wont Le-
gl us a iKa.r..1....g•.1 . ...i .. onl.. ...t alpbate. -
Leal alaee Lit I..; me j'eate:•tt by illevi.v.
Eisele In Stymo: • ;Les. 1 here are eve- 1-
pe:te it..41 I ..):Jitill'. ..41 er.d.u..y t:as Le .
rt.tti! tan( imillology. '.. :-.e; a re nutaertmpett
' .-tirraci Into obx to f &lee&
Ezeicla in Preeteari Alen bi: lett Is
cotes* by you &Uwe t ..1 i'ati din .7t*Iciilly
itiar'...ed 1-'.1....ra met' a Co
tke s.strt.'-; if whi... -1 t4u ... t the
...,t • ',wt..
iftetill ia DallitiC a :hey are deur.
ler*C. Yet (<1•11,1v.a.. • X arc LiTert !a t..e
order tu vrItielt the a .4 bus I I...red its
shades of meaning. . :any of Liu defini-
tions tire Must rut ere.
Izeele in its Anse( i which is a packed
te....t.hor, r I f r- ii twit, ; -,•.
E.....-...s r 1 a Via' ; 1.::::en;sy.
I'? !: e  i.00..1 eralsal,c7. 1 al.:. . . Jul 1..1-
formatina. IT is ari i: :lye • .1: C I t
"-"c..studY. 60104 i .. oak t..
The Inteenntional an 2:-83 qt.— -
,
-a pages with 50 ) iz....:......-.11.1c.zs.
25,000 new v:ortls have rccently
been cdded and t' , Gii:-itteer 0
the Wcrld, and V 'rritr''.iczl Dic-
tionary h:•.ve bee. • ktely re-
vised under the f•-• ion cf W.
T. Harris, Ph.D.. ....._..i/., U. S.
Commissioner of due;.',.: .n
FRIfE- 'A Test in Peer ancistion,•• in
.treuttve :d e.ttert Aim —
,.. The whole fienny. AL .
..,:rated pamphlet.
G.& C. MERRIAM CO., ;net Ankl•AL
MUM'
•
I S515.11111,
SPRINGFIELD, Mt ...b. ot*
I. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WY
Rooms so, it mad IA Coleslaw& 'Ida
PADUCAH, F Y.
s.OMNI SEM, N.1.
Illse 1717 News St.
Telsplue 377.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 1210 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
6t Psi& r re asS Off•ee as
ALIEN 11. BARKLEY
AteMawy M Les.
Room No. 3.
Gambia Bldg.
Paeacati
Kenna)
J. IC. =MORI CIL. J. O. KILL=
MARBLZ.
Hendrick, Mille:
(116 Marble
LAWYER&
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Budd
lng, 523 1-2 Broadway.
DR. R. F. [KARR
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
HOYER
Room 209 Fraternity Balding.
Office 'phone Old 331 R Residence
'phone old 464-
R. T LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ke
tack's'.
•
KANSAS WHEAT BELT ADULTCRATIVN OF FOOD
LEGION IN WHICH A.B.2 MAIM'
HOMES OF CULTURE.
rhe Only Real Work of the Year ja
During the Harvest Season—
Farmers Generally Are
Students.
There are homes on the wheat
ranches where stature Mina Book&
/totems. music, plasm sad sew's"-
pera keep the lahabltants leech
with the best things of Ilk San AO
LUMPS/ City Star. The °serous toll of
the wheat harvest Is mealy inetVa-
ary. The only real work sf the year is
during the week ot harvest. Tuning
the soli with a riding pie*, is not hard,
es faros work goes. Planting the wheat
with • drill is easy Waiting tor it
to grow is not such degrading labor.
Men who raise three crops or alfalfa
a year work harder all eseimag thee
60 the witeat a/treasure The harvest
bands are softened, weakened producte
et enervating city life, and taat is why
the wore seems hard The harvest
seamen is • godsend to these me& The
out to the outlntry kir a asseue of
-*creating toe soothes the nerves of a
termecting element the city breeds
and herbors.
TIwo farmers ot the wee& halt, on
the whole, sewn to be &I.e.,: the bee-
pleat wiculturista to be touted. rim
lapel growth of the western etniaties
into the gtgaatic wheat- prod uelag seo
tioa that it now is has ellwed amps*
opportunity for all the farmers of
--aging ability to build p wintleg-
We fortunes sad acitzeire large traces
of lead. Them they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards sad
shade trees, eael have stocked with
Inc wattle and good breeds at all do-
mestic sock. The wheat belt In alas
'the greatest grass lead ea the
earth." That is, native glean grows
there in profusion. and it makes the
beet grazing of any grass crop. AI:
Lbws things have enabled the progreie
nye farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life diaightful.
Thee° wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of everything that eeteeel late
their lives. At a gianoe they can tell
which of two steers will gala a pound
the quicker and on a given ratios, and
this same faculty makes theei Judaea
of heenan character as well. They
know what kind of men they are deal
!Lig and treat them asscordingly
Many a man who came to the harvest
Ilk, • tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but falica from grams eel
"dews on his lack," has bees singled
out by the farther or his wile as me
It for better things. Me* a man is
treated as one of the family. Hite
story is learned if he wishes to Mil it
When the harvest is over as in gives
steady wort. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this kind can be ;enlist be
every household in the wheat beit.
Paid one farmer;s wife--she traced her
anoestry to Ethan Allen and ether
historic names of colonial days ant!
wall herself a college graduate: -Owe
of the moat Interesting things of the
harvest is studying the °character of
the Men last year a young ma,
worked for us who, we readily saw
was of good breeding and came (mini
a respectable home. His hand go;
sore in the harvest and I dressed it
and doctored him the beat I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked him
what was the matter with it. He said.
'The blood does not °Outlets in it.'
Then be rolled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that wee frightful. He
had been in some scrape and had re
ceivetl a bad cat, which had beim
stwed up by a surgeon. His hated got
well and be worked for in nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to lbw 'John,
why don't you write to your folks? I
know that you have a home and that
your parents are worrying about you.'
He took my advice and wrote two Let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will eat dinner
with my folks to-morrow in Golden
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 in his pooket, be bade us
good-by. We soon received a lett*:
from his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have limonite
lated much land in the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smaller trusts and so thiak-
ly settled that the local market wel
supply all the labor needed In the 'ter-
sest That will mark the end of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
In drowning accidents where expert
swimmers suddenly lose all control of
their powers, the usual explanation of
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
Offict with Dr. Rivers & ad that 
as inaufficlen, It has been aotieed
persons having disease of the
North Fifth, Bath Phones 353. middie ear, who have already sh
own
Residence 1041 Clay. Oide Phone 1
d9. symptoms of vertigo, are espeoialli lie
his to such aciedents, and as the
semicircular canals are the WW2/ of
direction, it is suggested that even a
slight hemorrhage In this delicate
structure from a blew by the waver
would result hi utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly sound
are therefore waned against swim
sang in reegh water.
Dr. B. T, H all
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopatliat.)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone tap
Residence, $ig Srealway. '
ROW ma
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may iSVe
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIDC:FS & SOW.
Cols.-rectors.
The bears that sees goes always
v'evort •tv? Sir(' tat Of"eni 1
Carried with You.
Joy is a prise unbought, and
freest, puss* n its flow when it tomes
unsought. : getting Into heaven, as
a place, wiL +compass it. You roue
carry It with you. else It is not there
You must have It In you, es the Must*
of a well-ordered soul, the are of s
holy purpose, the welling up out al
be antral depths of eternal springs
Oast ,hItie the waters there. -Ifor:itt
otAd.
Oonwiethrs to. 1.1Vs Oftitse Have
Been ous In Gee..
many.
Consul Genera Guenther. of Frank-
fort. reeorts th... d in; the year
1,081 peract.s were evn:icted in Ger-
many tor edulieration of artie.es of
rood in l*).: Ike couvict. ;is were
larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
Doted for 1903 Ihe I gest nimler of
convictions occurred at Berlin s. here
an Increase from 54 La 14L to 646 la
:903 is Wawa ''et• producing and keep-
ing for sa-e and conou.nption unwhole-
some arUctee food 748 gereous were
convicted a WO, asainst tee la 1902.
This large increase Is due to the *Seats
of the inipection law of June .1 180)
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law.
seeinst 29 In 1902. For knowingly Tb
Latins the rules with reference to aid-
0111 epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind-
•• pool as - as II • regetations
pr,vent eontagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of artIeles liable to spread con-
tagious diseases before disinfection,
• persons were convicted. &galas* 1.-
173 in hilt showing a decrease of se
per cent For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
)t Infectious disempes 69 persons Well
convicted. against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer DtecnIties Encountered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Paresis who undertake be
their children in the preparation ad
'heir @afoot lemons encounter Mai
queer difeceities, says the New York
Press. Long division, for Diet/1100. pi
septa stumbling blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
*hat benighted age youthful students of
teithmetic were taught that in an see
ample in long division the divisor wag
placed at the left of the dividend, tee
suotient on the right. while the re,
'minder was written at the end of the
euotieite Old fogies who have dropped
tsepelesely behind the times now at.
pi to introduce those antiquated
nethods when tutoring their offspring,
eut the youngsters scornfully correct
'hem.
"Oh that Isn't right," they explata
-You must put it down this way."
Then. aceerding to present-day Ia-
struetion they put the quotient above
'he dividend and set the remainder in
'be little crook on the right formerly
occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trying
o prepare himself for the next 'num&
Oen, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
Horses of the Present Da) Met
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Probably not half a dozen horses are
somparisoned to-day as they were N
years ago, says Country Life In Ameri-
ca. Harness in this cons try than was
distinctly American in type, as wee
the horse of • decade earlier, but 12
that harness, whether for gig or car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive m
In the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
then considered the proper thing
Whatever may have been our opinions
then, we now know what is right It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt scholars. • score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
as and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness ft
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when late,
see or two animals were shown In
Ibiglish harness the "sousethine
wrong- was plainly understood. A
treat change was needed, which was
no sooner recognized than made. and
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the Mulish
type of harness Is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide.
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer,
rus leather two inches thick, nab
being worth about 9600 a side, brie,
ing, as it does, $2.150 a bound
"It takes four or five years to tan a
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left In the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iroa
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $1.26 a pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 71
mats a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather Is and chiefly IMP
palliating purposes by imaaarestarieg
inweisra. It is cut iabo diem whisk
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is
durable leather and it is someday
dedrahle in this nae because it pel-
without iterate:MeV'
Analysis.
nada, wot Is a philant'registr
-Weil, it's like this—if I were to
;wipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't Mold's', an' den offer to IOW
ye a dime, U ye'd promise to bay a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of than
thinga."—Ldfe.
The Division.
Edgar—In winter the ina sun kaa
My wrinftsPill7'.
(vial man your
i.I.—TuW Toft41.
665 yin
Ils a 11-11
•Al
td(
les •
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Money
bit"
it's a Habit That Grows, and the more it km
The Easier it; Gets
iM11 the Time That 4per Cent. Keeps Piling h
•11.1110 01.•••••• ••••••••
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 
Mecnakic's and Fa, mers
Savings flank.
227 Broa I
111011111111t
WINDOW
PH NE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AT GLASS MADE
IT CAN BE Al PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREILABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATU
ROOKS AND FRONT DOOMS IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
0.'C.Uee1 315 BWOV,
WINCI-115TIA
•
" N UBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Sheik
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Same.
For Sale Everywhere.
411 111 11044110-4411e-edieds1M-I-MS-:-.2ainse's'Ar•-'ni-e.-e-1-10-
...PLOMBINg.„
c(„,„.; .
Sten and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. z20 N. Third t
4116011elltediteeliteoGteeeoLLesolosineeekcek4-0/te •
Mattil Unger (a, Co.
'Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREBT: PADUCAJCZY
Mee
J. W. HUGHES
I• j
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity %India,/
OFFICE PHONE 444-11 PHC::E lab
fo•
•
,t1
•
4
d •
fHandsome Silverware
•,•
TOWN.BOONI NG
IN TILL' WEST
RECRUITS FOIL ARMY ILLINOIS ClUITIAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, teat
••••••••••5
•
4
WI
•
4
**
.0 •
UP ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DR/1MM
BORVING SPOONS. FORKS, POONS, FIfitl KNIVES, DIM-
ES, ETC.
WILDDIAG GEM)
OW SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO FLAME. 
YOU'LL
ILAKE NO WWI AXE IF YOU PURCZABB SOME OF OUR
MEW AND BILAVTIPVL &IL VERY/ARIL
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICRS AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. IL. WANNER, inviganCIAN
The Fever
Season
Hat low terrom Ho raident Mime Isom ie equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get setittilatiss as Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMP T PLUMBER.
3s5 Zentucly Avenue. :32 loads I ourth Street 
BotL Phonon soy
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,7.1fe,;Liability. Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Pbone 369. - - Residence 
Phone 7,at
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Affortville Valitiota 
(PlifdA Franc.;)--=
Ontario Ifetetteary school and Detroit 
Doted oases. Muter member ei
die 06Io Veterinary Medical imeekia- 
WW treat scientifically with dm
latest improved instruments sad alp III 
date treatment - all disarm af
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED 
NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co.. Both *phcales 357.
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND FIIBALIIERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured oaly
Ottice and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Maar. New 334. Old 6991 Open Day and Nigkt
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River 
Pack-.
et company—the cheapest and 
tpes
excursion ort of Paducah
0•010
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Thiehart
TZL. eg6
ea all For the Round Trip te I
Oro UV Tennessee river & rotor Old
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednescley and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Pis
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
sawn/
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
405 Fraternity Building.
Phone 498 Red; New Phose
PATIUCAFI, . KENTUCKY
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagoinaralso.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Or. Childres
EVE, EAR NOSE AND
THROAT.
Oce and Opsidence, Room • and
Danding
Mina tento-Psd.
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
123 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, fry
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES: NiN
t 
• S,
Abstracting of Titles,
‘, Insurance. Corporation and
Sod Estate Law.
William 0. Waters. • wall-kaews
lawyer, of Oklahunts City, gives the WO
pended illustration of one ot ati metb.
oda adopted to boom a town into Witt.
*ace:
"lt is nearly ten years," he says, -since
the country hereabouts bas best, whet
you miget Gall, 'on the boom.' but it ham
been ten years sines the profeesional
town boomers quit es. Tke last istoesses
01 'ovorillaht booming,' 1 remembee was
the town of Wombat If Pm will go
about ma miles east at (Mamma Okp
run will see a mail erase beagle/ be-
side the treat., while. stretablag es ersu
side as far as you as. see, jest pieta prai-
rie, with hardly • boon In Mean. This
Lanazaet.„ 
-The peoseetec we* bee
been bangiag around for seas URIC sod
lastly parebseed a quarter seetioa el
land sad tacked the awns ea it. He
was a boomer. one of Me real sort who
emsid soil &eighths thee gst their
sands at.
"A Wad man could an that this
was no town there, and setting to
make a IOWA, but it was tite promoter's
business to ..ii ilmt snob hapossibtli-
ties, and tbe way he did It proved him
• mute: of his art The Mr Chi.
Sailers who teas doing the bostases
there tioalliod that a testate Gorman
settlement is nortb west Kansas was
looking tor Net week a city se he had
to offer, and Ise went up to visit than.
Re tinged • week Wised Laaseaelt
and peewee' rentherets lir Ina larnmeoll
farmers who and as Volk ear halator
Rest wresetry to gke world and left
et it. be OW thaw mill p unarb
tod for mime masa, arra, wheel,
mos. FT*. her. ?written radirliao. Pod*
alp& children. Indians, and, to Seat
anything that a Cluistlae pentlemaa
bed a rtglit to asb he en Me /lowly
footstool. Yes, sod TWA In the
sesaitsels was Isomenek--high, try
sad healthful, the Are/sale et tbe west
. as promoter kites his men and
els beetness. After be bed slung on
the beautiful red paint, he heated up
els special train to the Magee Tbe
Germans filled their peekets with the
grew moods and tumbled he They
mere not going down se 'Maori, he
cperely as inresters, who weeld reap
the harvest as mon se the people
rushed la from the met sad buitt np
the tows, as they were ears to do.
They wire getting In on the ground
floor. Of course they never inspected
that the promoter iris in the
"The train palmed -o eanowack
In the eight, and the I v. • ,re tumbled
out at Oklahoma City. At break of
My ties boomer bed his brass band at
the street. and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospective
owners at Laboesch. the camIng a.
tropons of the souUnreet The vist
Ire would be marched tato oas so
lens while the band ontakis gauge
'Die Witch as. Itheen; end then they
would me,* on too another
"By the time they ogre haatway
IhrosgS the meads It erne leellified
bed Innoereek was the bent preyeetties
beton tbe Lmericsn pseudo, nod the
pretteetee was sated Die earls, et the
German olden. Me stood emit mid
bramedlittely get the crowd go bowl
tbe train. and they vented Lasewatit.
'The engineer stopped at the mail
cruse that was all et Lase:mask that
tested at that Mesa, as today. But
Se crowd was die/igbtfel. There was
an ground. toot as tbe bonus had
said; there was Ile gantry etretoking
round about. The Mr was light and
healthful, and the map latish the pr•
meter spread out before them showed
tie location of the post sees the
courthouse end federal building Bo
sides, there was the brass band and
the railroad, and the kegs In the bag-
gage car, witch had been brought
aloe& as Lanowack lacked a well at
the thbe and the water works had not
yet been installed.
"The lots were put tip at auction,
and went like hot cakes, at priose
mitring from $25 to 3100, according to
their proelmity to the 'courthouse' os
*federal building,' or some otter im-
portant municipal edifice calculated to
attract traffic. Business was good
The promoter was 'sorry be had not
bought two quarter sections, as than
Lanowack would have been twice as
large—on the map. Alter everythise
bad been sold, - the train pulled back
Into Oklabeir.a City, where „dere were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed richer by far than when he first
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up some
thing like $5,000 out of the deal, aftei
paying for his train, band, beer son
other expeatees. About a year after
ward I met one of the Germans, and
rather sympatlized with him for the
way he had been taken in, but it was
pity wanted.
" 'Vy," he said, ore gets ter me des
soontry, vs las pig railroad rite, all
der peer ye vents, der flne moosIck ano
der leetle vt.cation, tint id only cost
huntret done. Id vas vert ill.' ".--N. I
Wee y.
Poor Speaker.
IL L. Dawes, the distinguished Mao
sachusetts lawyer, in his young man
hood was an Indifferent speaker. Par-
Ucipatieg in a law case soon sitar hie
admission to the bar, before a North Ad-
ams justice of the peace, Dawes was OP-
posed by an older attorney, whose elf>
plena* attracted a large crowd that
packed the courtroom. The justice was
freely perspiring and, drawing off his
mat In the midst of the lawyer's ate.
;tient address, he said: "Mr. A.110711.7,
supposing you sit down and lot Day. be-
gin to weak, I want to thin out Ills
crowd."
Custom General.
The eitstom of giving (Arians.. sirs
on Cartstmas day is general among all
Christian nations.
• • • •
ROT MANY &PPLICATIONII AT
ELECTION TIN&
The Sort of Neel Who Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing °Mee and Their
Number.
--
"RecrultingTd The keen-eyed major'
who has charge of the recruiting office
on Third avenue swim' around in his
roivel chair. "This Is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There le no other
time a' Mt* year when there are so few
iallitmeats."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
thlek. The men epo get mars work
Ind better pay outside just now. so
hey are not so anxious to join the
UM]."
"Then it isn't always patriotis&
that snakes them enlist?"
The kindly heed 'talker sitook his
need, relates the New York Times.
"No. Sometimes It's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through love of adventure.
Out there are some," the fighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than ZO, entered the
•oom. He had pissed the physical
examination and safely run the gim-
let of the other departments and had
at last reached the anal court The
recruiting officer looked the boy over
with a military keenness that was not
=kindly. •
"Your age" ha asked, in a brisk
tone.
"Tweaty-one," answered the boy,
your parents certify to that?"
"I have Deno.' sad the youth, stead
lto, but with a nervous fingering of his
soft hat. "I'm an cmplian."
The officer asked hint several other
questions and brought the titerview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you In to-day," he said
and as the boy's fare clouded, he add-
ed: "Bring certilleetions as to your
Me and character and • recommends,
'ion from the last man ter whom yot
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
-It's his age," explained the mator.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21.*
"But can't boys of 18 enlist"
"Certainly, but not without their
parents' consent. They have to briar
papers from their parents and letter,
of recommendation efore we'll take
them.'
"And married men!"
"Generally speaking, in times of
:ewe they're oarrei. Unless the colt).
net of some regiment is willing to Mkt
s married man it is against the regu.
tations to enlist him. You understand
there's no provision made by the gov
moment for the support of the fem.
(Iles of soldierf. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is .out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the benedicte are practic.
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes, indeed, they sometimto slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them, if they get tired of
army life, or think they are in any
danger, resurrect their wives, as it
were, and use them as an excuse for
Aeir discharge from the service,
Then they are dishonorably dis-
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there is mucb lees work In
the Snit two. A cavalryman has to
take tars of his horse as well as his
equipments; be has the work of the
Infantryman and about as much again.
On the field, when camp is pitched,
be has to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his own wants. The
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
''On an average in this office we
have from 1100 trel,S00 enlistments a
year For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record fop
enlistments, but that is because there
are more reenlistments there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
brought back from the Philippines
land in San ?ranchos), and the grew.
number of those who again enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Turtle in the Nail.
When the last western pouch was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post office a huge snap-
ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp de-
partment. The turtle had enough
stamps on its back to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad -
tires had been lost in transit. Under
the rules of the department, the turtle
will be sent to the dead-letter office un- I
less the sender can be found. end will
,rwar.1 eLotif.h ot.inli,m to cover. it:-
shipment back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the turtle,
and, despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the eoup-pot.—Newark
News.
Everything Accepted.
"You seem to think a good deal of
that max."
"Well, I ought to," admitted the yeituog
author. "He's the only person who
never rejects my contributions."
"Ah, editor, eh?"
"No; be passes the plate at oar
church."—Pittsburg Post.
Neat Discarded.
In Uruguay, until within a few yea
the sale of hides win; the oglygactof
rattle ineustry that yielded any ea
the treat bsong mostly discarded as
SOUTH BOUND No. 101 No. 103 No, 111
Leave Cuscuusati 
Leave Lanustrillo 
8:20 a.m. 6:00 p.m .
 
12:01 p.m. 9:40 poi. 7:30 eon..
Leave Owensboro 
.ave Horse Branch 
66:30 pin. 9 V20 a.m.
L
Leave Cenical City 
•
2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.ni. z 1 :o5 a.m.
Leave blomenville 
 3413 p.m. 'as; 11.1XL 14:30 p.m.
.
'save Evansville  
4:08 P.m 1 4o a.m. 1:28 p.ia
Leave Nashville  
12:50 p.m, 4.40 p .m. 8•30 a.m.
:5 on.
Lesite Pt wagon 
7:00 p m. 8o a
945 p.m. 11:20 a.m.Leave Hopleinsville 
. 
&swm Pothscah 
2:3s p.m.
i 64:531c Pp.m11. 32:4027 a.-mia. 4:15 p.m...
Leave Paducah 
Saone Fulton  
0*-15 P-nl- 345 oda. 4= Pd11-
Aarioe WU*, Tenn.  
7:2o parl. 4:50 a.m. 6xas pear
8:06 p.m.
Arnim Uwe 
Melee Jaellana 
 i . -R:1,3 p.m. 6:ol 11.10.
57:5151 a.net   •
 •
4311110 blemplie 
 .
Imam New Orleans,. 
-
--.
•I:to p.m. 8:20 aon
us:15 a.m. 8:15 p.m
No 103 No. toe
7.io p.m.' 9:15 a.m.
804:075 ajn-.m. 108710 p ...m,
it is8 p.m.
axl...m 12:35 a.m.
143 a.m.
ii :25 am. 148 a.m.
12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m.
6a5 p.m. 5:20 a.M.
9:25 p.m. 8:10
N MTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Loewe Memphis 
Leave Jack:min, 're on. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Padocall 
Arrive PH/Keith)  
Arrive Hopkinsvile 
Arrive Nashville INA" 
 •••
Arlan Evansville  343 Pam 9:45 cm-
Arrive Nortoa  i 148 Oda. 3451 ad& 1e:35 &IR-
mfre Cantial eitx  2:05 p.m. 430 a.m. 111:30
Metre Horse Deana  3;06 one 3:t8 SM. ts:55 pa-
AW.re Owensloome  55 BAD. 8:60 a•nx 114:55 n-28.
Arrive Losieville  1:3S P.m 7:50 ant 4:55 PAL
Arsive Clucitmati  gas p.m. tcoo nooa 
• • •
No. 123
•
6:oo
745 an.
7:50 a.m.
grist ans.•C'•
WT. SIPUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m 4:20 p.m.
derive Oarbeallale  4:26 tom 8-4o p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6.3o a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8,10 pm. 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH BOUND No. 305 No. 375
Leave St. Louis  745 i-m. 9:40 P 111-
leave Chicago  2:90 2.111. 6:20 p.m
Lowe Caboodale  z 1 .40 a.m. 7:05 2.M
Arrive Paducah  y:35 p.m 1 1 :oo a.m.
CA1RO-111111HVILLE LINE.
N ORT BOUND tot -Sot
Leave Nashville   8:to a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:33 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15
Leave Paducah  Ous
Arrive Cairo  745 p.m
Arr:ve St. Louis  7:20 a.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 son.
.11 • •
135-835
6:40
745 a.m.
9:25 2. 111.
910 am,
11.:10
4:30 0.1n
9:30 pm.
41.
•
SOUZPH BOUND I 22-11aa
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m.
Leave SLLenis  1148 nwl-
Leave Cairo  &so a.m.
7:45 4.142
!we Paducah  710 a.m.
*vire Prisrceten  crap am.
ve Hapikhisville
Arrive Nashville  
Aaolve Paducah 
1,5-836
9:40 ALM.
1:30 p.m.
5:-$3 12.
7 :413 ;EM-
S:TO p.m.
445 nut
goo pia.
irs15 Pm-
•
• • • • • • • •
Trains marked (*) run daffy except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers be wer0 CIDC1011110r.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and im sleepers between Loala•
vine, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers hetWellie
Paducah and St. Louts. Train SOI coareets at East Cairo with Chicago--
sleeper. For further infornsii4 •
.1. T. DONOVAN, agent, Tooke% Office, Paducah. Ky.
R. ht PRAIPTIKR, TIelkt Ablent, "sten Depot, PadEcah,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lolirville, Ky,
JOHN A. SIT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tens.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Maw, Ii
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A- St. Lieu* 1.1,
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL EfTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL. MT TESTERN KENTUCKY FARM e.A.V1
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VW iERN
KIENITUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAI AND PRICE :AST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .r.
T-DG* it W. WP.11*-1-1Ewit in q eseseheoeee.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn Out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St.
Diamond earrings might be proper-
ly classed as sidelights.
Some people take things as they
( ome and -others gral. them as they
'Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Rcund trip to liNANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.0e:
Unlimited dcket $5.co meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
of five or over $1.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. RIC
urther particolars see
S. A. FOINI KR, Gen. Pass. Aron.
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pam
Arent Thom It.
•
•
•
LANGSTAFF-0KM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
kaaaarie014.
Homing, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath.
GUM, BEECH
Beth Phones 26
Ur Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak
Pine Poplar Beech Walnut Elm
4ND OAK FLOOl'ING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
ADAD
cigar
-SEVEN ALE WE'
FOR. 25c
THERE'S NOT A SPOOK
IN OLD PADUKE
THAT WOULDN"T DO THE
M
HONOR;
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND 
OF
THESE YOU'LL FIND
AT
M'PHERSON'S CORNER
A GRFAT FORTUNE
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
MRS RUSSELL SAGE SAYS SHE
WILL DISPOSE OR HER
HUSBAND'S MILLIONS
k. Nov. 16.—Mrs Russell
Sage ... 11 give away the bulk of the
fortune of $8o,000,000 bequeathed to
her by her late husband, to be indi-
viduals whom she considers worthy.
It will not be given to endow nor to
those who write begging letters.
"I shall keep only sufficient of the
fortune left to me by my husband
to live quietly and comfortably," said
Mrs. Sage yesterday. "The fact that
churches are endowed puts them be-
yond the necessiqi.of work, thus mak-
ing them indiffereni—lifd—liegligent
galong the line where Christian insti-
tutions 
shf 
uld do the mine good. I
mean to ive to those individuals
whom I think worthy. When I have
kit only enough to live comfortably;
j (Thep, I may not he annoyed by per-
sons indelicate enough to ask for help,
:+ I am now.
"I w.sh to help men and women of
1;,c higher or lo%%er %%.ilks of !i!r who,
through no fault of their own, are en
unfostunate u to need assistance and
too proud to ask Such persons I
deem it a pleasure. a privilege and a
duty to aid. Persons who were faith-
ful- and kind to Mr. Sage will be re-
membered, as I know he wished me
to do so. In all my plans I am car-
ring out his desires, I am certain,"
Mr.. Sage says she will do all she
tan to aid institations and churches
devoted to the care of the needy and
sick. Site declared that she intended
to buy a home for a clerk in a rail-
road off li silhia viatskind to Mr. Sage.
The bodies of her paternal grandpar-
ents. now buried on a farm near Troy,
N. Y.. will bo removed to a cemetery
in that city, and the burial place of
her maternal grandparents in Sag
Hartior, I.. I., will be cared for.
WANTED.
Experienced saw mill hands. Apply
Ferguson, Palmer Co., Third and
Elizabeth street.
!CITY CLERK
COT NOTICE
1•••••••••••••••••••••••INOS
Out-of-Town
Medicines. . .
Very often an article is not
knownin this. market swhich
may be desired by some ono
who has used it elsewhere.
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
vedl—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIOHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR.
Pre, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to
so p. En.
R. W. W LHER CO.,
DRZOOISTS.
Fifth and -roadway.
Beth Phones in.
••••••••••••••••
HE WAS TEN I,AYS IN WHICH
TO FILE HIS ANSWER
IN ACTIC
After the Arguments Are Made and
Authorities Submitted, Judge De-
cides Matter.
Yesterday City Clerk Henry Bailey
was given official notice by Circuit
Clerk Joe A. Miller, to the effect that
the P-ducah Distilleries had filed a
mandamus suit against the city clerk,
and .sherein the company seeks to
force the clerk to issue it a Ikea e
entitling the liquor people to sell
whiskey in as email quantities as one
quart. The city clerk is given ten
days in which to Ilk his answer to
he litigation, when Judge Reed will
then set the date for hearing the suit.
The lawyers w.11 make their argu-
ments, submit their authorities, and
then leave it to the judge for a de-
claim.
The slot is not one agagst Henry
Bailey individually, but against him
as a public official, city clerk. The
distilleries company claims the city
clerk is the person having authority
alone to issue a quart liquor licenve.
and that it does not have to be rati-
fied by the public legislative author-
ities. This is the first time this point
has ever been sprung, as always here-
tofore the clerk issued the license
and then submitted it to the council-
men and aldermen for confirmation,
before it became effective.
MUM. •
We have fose Chrysanthemums,
choke roses, and Carnations; also
American Bea ities.
C I_ BRUNSON & CO., 329 B'eray.
CHEROKEE INDIAN'S
DRAMATIC AI PEAL
••••111M1116•11
Vinita, I. T. Nov. r6.—D. W. C.
Duncan, a full-blood Cherokee Indian.
a graduate of rtartrnouth, made a dra-
matic plea yesterday to the senate In-
dian affairs committee for removal of
restrictions of all kinds ftom lands
of Cheroffee Indians. He said his
full-blooded brethren would fight al-
lotment to the death Mr. Duncan
told his own experience. He had de-
vnted most of his life to the improve-
m2nt of a 3oo-acre farm near Vinita
to be in consfort in his old age. Un-
(ler the allotment provisions the per
capita money value of his hcadright
was $325. This enabled him to take
only sixty acres of the kind of land
of wh;ch his farm was composed. He
was not permitted to buy the remain-
ing portion of his farm and other
Cherokee chiefs took it, even the corn
that stood ripening in the field.
Tht members of the commission
were deeply impressed with the state-
ments of Mr. Duncan. Senator Tel-
ler told Duncan that years ago he
foresaw what would happen under
the Curtis bill and that he had op-
p' ed the allotments to lands in the
Indian Territory
"It as my preference." said Sen-
ator Teller "that the Indians should
te permitted to work out their own
civilization under the conditions of
the Old treaty. The Indian has been
hurt more by his misguided friends
than by his avowed enemiei."
The senators yesterday discussed
meads of keeping the enormous oil,
gas and coal deposits of the territory
from falling into the hands of great
syndicates.
LAWLESSNESS
STILL REIGNS
No Cessation of Crimes Which Have
Stirred Pittsburg.
Pittsburg Pa., Nov. 16.—With de-
tectives from cities of neighboring
states who are here in the hope_ of
finding crooks of international reputa-
tion, there has been no apparent ces-
,ation in the c-itnes that have stirred
Pittsburg within the last two weeks.
DurTrig last night and early this
morning scores of people were arrest-
ed on the strerlst as sospicipus char-
acters.
Dispatehes last night from sor-t
ronniffno towns portray a reign of
lawlessness never hefpre equaled in
tt,ese parts.
.14
STILL HOLD'S 1:*************POPULAR WANTS. •
BOY'S BODY.••••••••••••••FOR RENT-0u apartment in
,Ioore's Flats. Apply 6te7 N. Sixth at.
A. F. FREE NOW DOWN ON MIS-
SISSIPPI RIVER WITH
CORPSE OF SON.
Is.litima He Has Not Enough Money
to Oct Back to Georgian Home
So Body Can Be Buried.
The fisherman, A. F. Free, mention-
d in the *Narita:les from Hickman,
nil who still has on his boat the
corpse of his little son, who has been
dead about one year now, is the same
Free who lived on the opposite side
if the river here for many mow** the
first of this year, keeping the remains
embalmed and in the hall of his
houseboat
The local authorities tried to get
Free to give up the remains, but he
refiocil to do so, on the ground that
the body's dying request was that be
he taken honk to their Georgia home
and buried, therefore the father would
rot consent to interment on soil other
han that Embalming the body in a
manner wh ch is keeping it well pcc
e•rved, the father continues living
at different points around here, claim-
ng not to have sufficient money to
.o back to Georgia with the remains
that he carries along with him.
The afternoon Sun of ths city
months ago wrote up ,a false articlt
.bout Free, dubbing him as a lunatic
arryillg along the decomposing and
11-smelling corpse of his son r.-ce
itied the paper for libel, but the lat-
ter compromised the matter and tli-
litigation was disrn-ssed.
•••••••
UNUSUAL CHARGE ON
QUESTION OF GAMBLING
Clarksville, Tenn..'Nov. i6.—The
grand jury adjourned yesterday,
after a week's session, until
next Monday. when it will resits= its
labors. Judge Tyler, at the begin-
ning of this term of court, delivered
an unusually strong charge in regard
to gatribling, game taws, sell-ng whis-
ky to minors. tippling and obstruc
tion of highways, which has borne
fruit forty-two indictments having
been returned. We Tolliver, col-
ored, has been indicted for the mur-
der of John Rowland ,n the First dis-
trict of the county. A number of al-
tered tipplers will feel the strong
hand of the law, as will the saloon
men for selling liquor to minoic
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
MINISTER JOINS METHODISTS
Humboldt, Tenn., Nov. o5.—Rev
7ohn T. Myers. who was for several
months pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church at this piece, hav
ing resigned that poetical) only a few
weeks ago, has announced his inten-
of joining the Memphis confer-
ence of the M. E. church, South. He
nassed through Humboldt yesterday
font his home in Jackson: Tenn. on
his Way to Ripley, where conference
now in session Mr. Myers is con-
sidered one of the brain'est and most
gifted young preachers in this sec-
tion, and the conference will be ma-
terially strengthened by his admis-
sion. He made a host of friends dur-
ing his pastorate here
A woman of more or less exper
ence says it is easier to boss half a
dozen men than it is to control one
tired girl
FOR engraved cards, give your
Christmass order to Paducah Printing
and Book-Binding Co. Phone 4o0.
FOR RENT—Two nice
rooms, suitable for business.
Ars. B. C Leianer, old 'phone 942.
store
Apply
LOST—A pa.r of diamond earrings,
mall diamonds, suitable reward will
be paid if returned to this office, or
o Miss Francis Murray 319 MOCW0e
street.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job. Tema Ronsoashie.
JOHN D. SMITH, Jr., ttlit Fratern-
ity building.
WAIMID FOIL U. & ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried ems busman'
UM Of Si and sg; calamine of Malted
States, of good cfaransse an Imps
ale dahlias, who can speak, read and
write For information ap
ply to Rein-oiting Officer, New Rich-
coed House, Paducah. IRA
englert
Bryant's
...SPECIALS...
Famous White Dove Flour, sk 65e
60t
15t
15t
15t
• • • 15t
is bars Tom Boy Soap for... 2se
Pane:mirk . Michigan i Irish Potatoes, Per
20(
4 IN Fresh Soda Crackers 25t
a bots. Raspberry Extra 5t
3 bots. Tomato Catsup 25e
pkg. White Line Wash Powder 5.
jt and 25tige
15t and 25t
Fancy Pat. Flow, ale
Fresh Country Meal. sk 
Florida Oranges, doe
Ben Davis Apples, ph
Sweet Potatoes ph
Fancy Lemons, doe
Fresh Cocoanuts at
Fancy Picnic Hams.
Peanut Butter at
"ME TOO" PLATT TO
RESIGN HIS SEAT
New York, Nov 16.—It is stated on
what appears to be reliable authority
that Senator Platt has assured his
friends that he will resign his seat
in the senate before December 3.
Since the publication of his troubles
with his wife, the senator has inti-
mated that he is getting too old and
too feeble to longer withstand the
pressure brought to bear on him to
resign. This pressure is not from
the republican leaders of New York,
most of whom are in no position to
urge his retirement after electing hi
to the senate three times, but comes
from other influential but unnamed
sources Platt feels be dare not dis-
regard
Fortunate is the man who knows
how big a fool he can be without try-
ing.
To Leap Only,
Mrs. Kitchen is at the Craig. An-
nex giving vibrator massage, face,
calp and bust; all blemishes remov-
ed; proficient and reliable. Old 'phone
144-
It Sash, Dooms,
Interidr
Finish
OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Staid
INDICTMENTS OF
STANDARD OIL
(Continued From First Page.)
persons ha !ins control of 'the enter-r 
in the 
"to suppress competition
a, transportation and
sale of r.ehcd oil, and to obtain as
far as possible monopoly therein;
that oetween ifira and 1882 the de-
sign was effected through agreements
made between many persons and coi-
portations engaged in this, business,
that in t882 the business aimed at was
nade more certain by vesting in nine
motets, including five of the above
named one sufficient stock in the
hirty corporations concerned to
enable the trustees to control their
operafnus in such a way that comps-
ition between them was suppressed,
hat this plan was acted upon until
t was declared unlawful by the au-
acme cowl of Ohio in an action
gainst dm Standard Oil company of
Ohio, one of said corporations. in
1893; that &aria' the seven years fol-
l7agjwitfretgogrumgaidivi the liduaquildadefetin da t
were , ending to liquidate the
trus-tees,na tria 
trust, but as a matter of fact, were
managing. all of the corporations in
the same way and exercising the same
control over them: that the individ-
ual defendants, n t899, increased the
stock of the Standard Oil company
of N-tiv Jersey from ito,ocio,000 to
$tto,000,000; that said company was
than a producing and selling corpora-
tion, and they added to' its corporate
powers the power of purchasing stock
in other companies and practically an
of th: powers exercised by the trus-
tees under the iinlawful trust agree-
ment of 0182; that the Standard Oil
company of New Jersey, then taking
the place of the trustees, acquired all
of the stock of the corporations there-
tofore held and controlled by the trus-
tee, paying therefor by the issue of
its own shares in exchange; that the
president of the board of trustswe be-
came the president of the Standard
Oil company of New Jersey; and the
bootees, of the trust then assumed
the direction of the business of the
Standard Oil company of New Jer-
sey and ever since continued it.
"That the purpose and effect of
the we of the Standard Oil company
of New Jersey as a bottling company
was precise/7 the same as the pur-
pose and effect of the appointment
of the crubtees het-cal/A:tut e 1 cfcfrcd
to, namely, to suppress compeuuon
between the corporations and hiskied
partnerships, whose stock o as first
held by the trustees and then by the
Standard Oil company of New Jer-
sey; that by the foregoing methods
,aided by the establishment of rail-
'road rates for transportation, which
'discriminated in favor of the corpora-
tion whose stock waA held by the
holding company, that company hav-
ing been enabled to obtain, in large
sections of the country, a monopoly
of the sale of refined oil, with the re-
sult that the prices to the consumer
within the territory where the moo-
r ,,poly prevails are very much higher
than within the territory where com-
yetition to some extent exists.
' "It is believed that these Meta, to-i
itear,Lr with others costalred in the
report of the special dour.el,. justify
and require action by the United
States in thg courts. Accordingly
.. petition in eqpity under the provi-
WOOS of the Shaman act has this
day been filed against the Standard
lOd company of New Jersey and sev-enty other carp:waft:0i and hailed
partnerah* and the ',even individual
defendants before turned, in the
lEiehth judicial circuit at St Loan.Mn. to have the said combination ad-
judged and deereed to be unlawful
land that the holding and control bythe Standard Oil company of New
Jersey of the stocks of the eeveaty
corporations be declared unlawful and
the sa d corporations be probilofted
from declaring or paying any divi-
dends to the Standard Al company of
1New Jersey and be enjoin
ed from en-
tering into Or performing any con-
tract or combination to restrain trade
and commerce or to mnnespollre trade
in the future.
"The question whether any at=
of a different nature should be
is reserved for future consideration.
The controversy is now pending la
the courts, and further comment by
this department or by anyone cosesect-
ed with it would obviously be im-
roper and unfair."
WANTED.
Experienced saw mill hands. Away
Ferguson. Palmer Co, Tldrd and
Unbolt Meek
Fall bulbs of all kinds Hyacinths,
Marcissus. and Crocus at
BRUNSON'S 529 Broadway
Frio Dirt
Parties vrantirig earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIDeiES & SON.
Contractors
OEDIBLOODED 110 POSITION
WouldliTou71ckillp Sc.,n0c,Tor"15164Xmalum'eces 
Found Tbeln tbe Road.
Would you walk half a block if you knew positively that you could
save s, roc and ac on every pus chase you make an BOONS,
MUSIC AND STATIONERY?
WILL YOU NOT AT LEAST INSPECT OUR STOCK?
It is STUFF and NON3F'SE to talk about cheap quality on Copy-
right and musk. The QUALITY ,-, the same .n every store
bile WE CUT THE price to GET YOUR TRADE—see?
DON'T BE A CLAM BUT GIVE US A SHOW FOR YOUR
TRADE.
D. E. WILSON
AT HARBOURS DEPARTMENT STORE
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
TRADEWATER
GENUINE
PHONE 254
A L KEALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCOSPORATIID
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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